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SA LIE 20%- BuyDIRECTFROM MANUFACTURER
733 Enterprise Avenue
DeKoIb, Illinois 60115
Toll-Free: 888-316-8200
Phone: 815-787-6644

ORDER ONLINE:
www.stumpmachine.com
American Made, American Owned
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P R We Don't Want
as an Industry

Tree Care Incliisirv
Publisher
Editor

I'm going to rant this month.
One of the primary dreams I hear regularly from arborists is
the desire to be seen as professionals; the need to have the public recognize the special skills it takes to get the job done; the harm that can be done
to trees if people begin to hack away at them on their own.
Well folks, if you're going to be seen as professionals, it's time you start acting
like professionals publicly. Does it matter what you look like when you go on ajob?
Yes. Does it matter what your equipment looks like when you go on a job? Yes.
Does it matter how you address your customers? Yes. Have you heard all this before? Yes.
But the one thing you might not have heard before is what to do when the press
"comes a'courting." Instead of getting so excited that your company's name or your
equipment is going to be in a photo getting you free advertising, you need to think
about what you're doing in front of the camera.
It's spring and reporters are looking for pictures in the Northeast - particularly
this year now that there areflnallv some signs of spring. Well, guess what has happened twice within about two weeks in local papers. There we are, up in the trees,
some close up and some in the distance. Great publicity - right? The newspapers
even used the term arborist - hallelujah for professionalism - right?
However, we are doing ourselves a tremendous disservice by not stopping to think
about what the actual photos represent. Do you think there was an article of safety
equipment in sight - anywhere? No face shield. No hardhat. Improper shoes. No
climbing line. You name the safety violation. You can find it in the photos we've
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seen.

Please, please, please - before you rush to have that photo taken, think about the
great opportunity it will be - not just for your individual business or city, but for the
promotion of the professionalism of arboriculture. It is terrific that the media is t'j
nally hearing the message about the importance of proper tree care and using the
appropriate terminology. It is not terrific when that photo that speaks a thousand
words is sending all the wrong messages. One member recently had a situation where
a photo led to OSHA showing up at the shop. That shouldn't be why we use appropriate procedures, but it certainly is another incentive. Not to mention the fact that
if someone is thinking of joining your company and sees that safety is not a top
priority, you might just lose that next great trained and educated employee.
Publicity is a powerful tool. Please use it correctly. You know what the correct
procedures are, and you need to project them at all times. It matters.
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Two new Terex Telelect models take tree care professionals to greater heights.
The Iii- Ranger X1'-3 Series has grown with the addition of
the XT-58 and X!'-o() with 63 ft. and 65 ft. working heights
An optional transverse hydraulic lift available for all XI'-5
Series models adds another 10 ft. of working height.
All have the attributes that have made the Terex lelelect
Hi-Ranger XT Series the preferred aerial device for tree
trimming: including emphasis on in-house design and
manufacturing, unique 'In- link tipper boom articulation,

SIMPLE, AVAILABLE

and extended work zone with a more compact and
maneuverable travel package. Plus great strength-to-weight
fiberglass upper and lower booms also provide more
unikriii and consistent electrical insulating properties than
other alternatives.
For more in format ion on Terex Telelect HI - Rangers, see
your Ferex Telelect distributor or call (605) 882-4000,
FAX (605) 882-1842. Telelect is ISO 9001 certified.
AN 1) COST EFFECTIVE

IM

www.torexlift.com
L1 TEREX TELELECT

600 Oakwood Road • Watertown, SD 57201 USA
(605) 882-4000 • FAX (605) 882-1842 • E-mail: watertown@terexlifting.com
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BY Dr. Dan Herms

Transplanting with Success
By Michael Roche

Excavation to Improve
im Air
Tree Health
By Dr. L. Thomas Smiler

O

Outlook
By Cynthia Mills, CAE

The wrong kind of publicity hurts the
industry
and your company.

16 Washington in Review
BY Peter Gerstenberger

Ergonomics reappears. Hispanics
are here in greater numbers.

Q

Branch Office
BY Mary Mc'Vicker

Gain control of your company's
finances before it's too late.

Cutting Edge

Forest tent caterpillar defoliates more acres of deciduous
trees than any other insect in North America, mostly in the
northern United States and Canada. During outbreaks trees
are likely to be defoliated whether they are fertilized or not.
Photo courtesy of Dr. Dan Herms

TCI's mission is to engage and enlighten readers with the

New products and news in the tree care industry

28 Industry Forum
Tips for commercial arborists on surviving this
summer's electricity woes.

latest industry news and information on regulations, standards,
practices, safety, innovations, products and equipment. We
strive to serve as the definitive resource for commercial, resi dential, municipal and utility arborists, as well as for others
involved in the care and maintenance of trees. The official
publication of the non-profit National Arborist Association, we
vow to sustain the same uncompromising standards of ex cellence as our members in the field, who adhere to the highest
professional practices worldwide.
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High performance has never been so cleverly engineered!
Distinctively different, and uniquely RAYCO®, the AG 50
stump cutter enables the operator to bring BIG diesel
power through a 36" garden gate! The AG 50's low center
of gravity permits safe operation in the 35" wide stance.
For even greater stability on uneven terrain, dual wheels
come standard.

a hydrostatic transmission. RAYCO's "Quick Stop" cutter wheel is among many features insuring safety. It can
stop the cutter wheel within three seconds with no harm
to drive train components. The operator's console gives a
close-up view of the cutter wheel and safe visibility of the
cutting action.

Control and stability are RAYCO's design mission. The
AG 50 is self-propelled by independent drive wheels with

RAYCO® RG 50...
When you get serious about stump cutting!
SUPER TOOTH TM
The single-piece design, constructed
of high alloy steel, adds structural
integrity to the Super Tooth eliminating
tooth bending, twisting and breaking.

Patent # 5497815
Patent $$ 5623979
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Call 1=800=392=268

I

4255 Lincoln Way East I Wooster, Ohio 44691-9954
www.raycomfg.com I E-mail: rayco@raycomfg.com

RAYC OO
'The Stump Cutter People"
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Science & Technology
BY Steve Epner

What every commercial arhorist should
know about e-commerce.

Utility Arboriculture
BY Michael Galvin

Working together to improve the compatibility of gray and green infrastructure.

Human Resources
By A riana Elmakiss

Creating a place in your business for
workers from other cultures.

Arboriculture & the Law
By Brian Farrington

Part II of a wage and hour law primer,
this segment highlights record keeping
and child labor laws.

Pest Management
By David Munson

What arborists should know about the
perfect pests: scale insects.

Industry Almanac

Classified Advertising

Important regional and national
meetings and activities

Help wanted, services, businesses,
new and used products for sale

Management
Exchange

Tree News Digest

By Phillip M. Perry

How to create display ads that
really sell your services.

NAA Forum
NAA welcomes its new Chairman
of the Board, Mark J. Tobin.

Compiled by Keith A. Regan

News, stories and information
on trees from around the world

From the Field
BY Steve Rudo/phi

What do you get when you cross a
deer with a tree? A new tree species.
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arborisi saw by

Husquarna. Powerful, balanced,
and more reliable than ever. It
boasts an unbeatable power to weight
ratio, snag free shape, and the industry
04

ccclusive A rborGrip
our textured
handle with thumb and throttle
finger supports Jr greater control
I M,
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to get you to those tight, high places

(

With ease. Nobody is more committed
to the Arborist than Husqvarna.
We ojfrr a JWI line of specially
designed safety gear and are a
proud sponsor of the Arbor Master
training programs. To find the

N

nearest Husqvarna Power Retailer
call 1-800-HUSKY-62, or visit our
PL

web site at www. husq varna. corn

•

Arbor GripTM
BeI(z1l(ecl textijieci top /iaiid/e
1 liv crib Grip
1 lirottle finger support
Built-in rope

.,,.)Air Injection
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Crown Commitment
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Husqvarna
Tough Name.Tough Equipment.

Use of chain saws in trees should only be done by professionals with specific training. Price and availability inay vary by dealer.
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Resistance to Ins
By Dr. Daniel A. Herms

F

ertilization has been considered an integral component of Integrated Pest Management programs
for trees and shrubs since the dawn of the plant
health care era about 20 years ago. It is easy to find extension bulletins and trade journals that read "properly
fertilized trees are more resistant to insects," or that "vigorous trees are better able to ward off insects and
diseases." However, a recently published review of a
large number of scientific studies found that in virtually
every case, fertilization decreased tree resistance to insects. I have reached the same conclusion from my
research. Clearly, fertilization has many beneficial effects
on tree nutrition and growth, and prescription fertilization is an important component of plant health care
programs. However, the evidence does not support claims
that tree resistance to insects is enhanced by fertilization.
On the contrary, there is substantial evidence that fertilization decreases tree resistance to insects.

Why does fertilization decrease
resistance?

Survival of young
forest tent caterpillar larvae on paper
birch was 33 percent higher on trees
that had been fertilized than on
unfertilized trees.

After transplanting to a low-maintenance
landscape, crabapples that received a
high fertilization rate in the nursery the
previous year grew faster than trees receiving a low rate of fertilization. However,
eastern tent caterpillar larvae grew 530
percent faster on trees that had received
the high rate of fertilization.

Fertilization decreases insect resistance of trees in two key
ways:
by increasing the nutritional value of the plant
by decreasing concentrations of defensive compounds.
The growth and survival of insects is frequently limited by the
nutritional quality of their host plant, primarily the protein content. By increasing the protein content of plant tissues,
fertilization increases the nutritional quality of trees for insects
just as it increases the nutritional quality of forage crops for livestock.
Trees and other plants defend themselves from insects by producing defensive chemicals, commonly known as
phytochemicals or secondary metabolites. These include alkaloids (such as nicotine), terpenes (found, for example, in the resin
of pines), phenols (such as flavonoids, lignin and tannins), and
compounds that release cyanide when consumed (found in cherry
and some other trees). The need for insects to adapt to these defensive chemicals is the primary reason why most insects feed
on one or a few closely related species of plants. Insects such as
gypsy moth that feed on many plants are the exception. Gypsy
moth is well adapted for feeding on leaves with high levels of
phenols, but generally avoids trees that contain alkaloids. Recent studies have shown that phytochemicals also play key roles
in protecting plants from abiotic stress, including drought, heat,

air pollution, and damaging radiation.
Experimental evidence indicates that Fertilization decreases
levels of defensive compounds because a trade-off exists in
the energy budget of trees between growth and defense. It is
well documented that trees have a limited energy budget that
they have to appropriate accordingly. Photosynthetic carbon
used to support additional growth is not available for other
uses, including the production of defensive compounds.
Trade-offs between growth and reproduction or growth
and accumulation of— storage reserves are well documented.
A number of recent studies have also found similar trade-offs
between growth rate and defense.
The carbon budget of a tree is dependent on the total leaf area
of the tree, which is dependent on both the number and size of
leaves, and the photosynthetic rate of individual leaves. Fertilization increases tree growth primarily by increasing the total
number and size of leaves on the tree, but has little effect on the
photosynthetic rate of individual leaves. Carbon is exported from
existing leaves to support active growth of leaves, shoots, and
stems. Any carbon that is exported from a leaf is not available
to produce defensive chemicals in that leaf.
The metabolic processes necessary to support growth are quite
sensitive to nutrient and water availability, and are slowed in
response to even moderate deficiencies. On the other hand. plio-
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tosynthesis in preexisting leaves is quite resilient to stress, and
does not become limited until nutrient deficiency or drought stress
become quite severe. Thus, even when moderate nutrient or
drought stress limits vegetative growth, high rates of photosynthesis are still maintained in existing leaves, and carbohydrates
accumulate in the plant. Since each individual leaf has the same
carbon budget (same rate of photosynthesis), but is exporting less
carbon to support growth, more carbohydrates will be available
for production of defensive compounds and storage carbohydrates.
For this reason, defensive chemicals and storage reserves accumulate in higher concentrations in slower growing plants, which
enhances their resistance to insects. Trees with greater leaf area
do have a larger total carbon budget and higher overall levels of
defensive compounds at the whole tree level. However, these defenses are proportionally spread thinner over the larger canopy,
and are less concentrated at the point of attack.
Fertilization does not have a major impact on photosynthesis
because trees compensate for nutrient limitation by manipulating
the number, size, and thickness of leaves.
Nitrogen is the element that most commonly limits tree growth.
A tree is faced with a diIt
lemma in how to bc I
(1
allocate its nitrogen, most
which is used to prodin
photosynthetic machinem\
On one hand, the tree con ]J
#
spread its nitrogen acro
many leaves, thereby ma I
i
t
mizi mig total leaf area, an I
Pines and other conifers defend themselves
the amount of light inter
from
bark beetles by producing toxic resin
cepted. However, hecatm
that
also
provides a physical barrier to attack.
the nitrogen would be d
Researchers have found that fertilization of
luted over a large area, time
loblolly pines decreased resin production.
rate of photosynthesis h\
each leaf would be lower
.
than if nutrients were con.'
centrated over a smaller area
area is decreased. In this way, trees adjust their
in fewer leaves. Alternagrowth rates and canopies to the supply of availtively, the tree could
able miutriemits, which allows them to produce a
produce fewer, smaller
dark green canopy and maintain high rates of
leaves with more nitrogen
photosynt lies is even on severely nutrient-deficoncentrated in each leaf.
cient sites.
Each leaf would have a high
'
The responses of trees to variation in soil fer photosynthetic rate, but the
tility make sense from a survival standpoint. If a
total area of the canopy
tree in a fertile environment does not grow rapwould he lower, and the tree
idly, it will soon lose sunlight to other trees that
Fertilization stimulates an increa se in foliage prowould intercept less light.
do use those nutrients for rapid growth. In nimtriduction. The growth of immature leaves, which are
Is it better to produce
emit-limited or stressful environments, slow
net carbon "sinks," is dependent on carbon
many leaves with a lower
transgrowth is not as critical because its neighbors are
located from neighboring mature leaves, which act
.
.
rate of photosynthesis, or
riot growing last either, but higher levels of
as carbon sources. Any carbc rn exported from
fewer leaves with a higher
phytochemicals would increase insect resistance
mature leaves to produce new f oliage is unavailrate of photosynthesis'!
and
stress tolerance in environments where the
able to support the productk Mi of defensive
Studies show that trees acpotential for regrowth of lost or damaged tissues
chemicals in the existing leaves.
lively manage their nutrient
is very limited.
supply, producing the best
What does this mean for the care of trees in
compromise for their specific situation. Under low nutrient conthe landscape'! Consider, for example, two trees that initially are
ditions, trees produce smaller, thicker leaves. They also increase
the same size. One is placed on a fertilization program and the
root growth in order to increase nutrient uptake. As a result, the
other is riot. Clearly, the fertilized tree will grow faster (assuming
high rate of photosynthesis necessary to maintain a strong energy
it is the supply of nutrients that is limiting growth, rather than
budget is maintained, but growth is decreased because total leaf
some factor such as high soil pH or low oxygen that is preventing
'...

-.

'

'
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uptake of nutrients that are present in adequate amounts). However, since
fertilization has little impact on photosynthesis, both trees will initially acquire the
same amount of carbon. The fertilized tree
will begin to grow faster because it will use
more of its photosynthate to produce new
leaves. The non-fertilized tree, on the other
hand, will allocate proportionally more of
its photosynthate to the production of defensive compounds, storage
carbohydrates, and root growth, and thus
will be more insect-resistant and stress-tolerant.
Whether or not fertilization is appropriate in this case depends on the goals
and expectations of the client. If rapid
growth is desired, then fertilization is
clearly warranted, especially if the risk
and consequences of insect attack and
drought stress are minimal or can be easily managed. On the other hand, if the
client is satisfied with the size and
growth rate of the tree, then fertilization
could be counter-productive, especially
in a low-maintenance landscape where
insect resistance and stress tolerance are
important.

Japanese beetle preferred to feed on river birch trees
mulched with composted yard waste than on trees
mulched with ground wood, which had lower levels of nitrogen and higher concentrations of phenolic compounds.
Trees mulched with compost grew faster despite receiving 50 percent more defoliation.

Fertilization increased the growth rate
gypsy moth on several species of trees.

wkw
Experimental evidence
from our research
In the last couple of years, we have
I
conducted a number of experiments to
examine the effects of soil fertility on
growth and insect resistance of several
species of trees. We found that fertilization had similar effects on growth,
photosynthesis, phytochemical concentration, and insect resistance of paper birch,
river birch, poplar, willow and crabapple.
In all cases, the effects were consistent with

Aft

4-

the responses described above. I erti ia-

tion increased tree growth but had no effect
on photosynthesis. Fertilization also increased loliar nitrogen concentrations and
decreased concentrations of
phytochemicals, which in every case decreased the resistance of the trees to insects.

How To Eliminate the
Labor of a 3-man Crew
"A Two-day Job Got Done in 8 Hours!
This ImpleMax 4836Lw Is Unbelievable!"
// / fyi nil

/ /np

vn Ii fin,

(ii in.

NY

See the ImpleMax 4836Lw video!
The ImpleMax 4836Lw attaches to Tractors, Tracked
Skid Loaders, Skid Steers & Articulated Loaders!

Great Financing Again Available
Pay NO Interest For Up To 6 M onth s !*
i researched, shojy t~ (i price and qualify, LU5,nn
ment and purchased ImpleMax. Best equipmenti i)
vestment I've made! Awesome! Call me, I'd be more
than happy to help with detailed answers
-

/

(/,,I,i.

in i Ile ,

it(,
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Order your ImpleMax in May, Make
NO Payments 'til November 1st!

Put the 4836Lw to work immediately. It could
pay for itself before your first payment is due!

FREE Video
Call 800-587-6656
24 Hours

h'nphMax

www.impiemax.com

ImpleMax Equipment Co., Inc.
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150 SPECIALIZED TRUCKS AT WWW.DPDYKES.COM

1994 Ford LNT8000: Guinniiis
8.3L diesel, 250 HP. 8 speed,
with 15 toll National Crane,
with
ll5ft hook height, 201t wood
lInt d $49,500.

I

1987 Ford LTS9000: 1_10
Cummins 8 speed +Lo +Lo/Lo,
18ff, 44 gears with Barko model
80 log loader. 34,500.

°'
bU I
iiI
a demoristrato, V1O, Auto, A/C,
11GVW,with
with 9/21t aluminum
dump chip body (mulch,
firewood, etc...), roof comes off,
000 miles. $24,900.

1 988 Chevy C/70: diesi,
Allison Auto, 8ff dump body,
7 toll National Knuckleboom
crane, 25ft side reach. winch.

ci

1996 Ford LNT9000: 3306 CAT
Manitex 25 ton crane, 1451t
hook height. $94,500.

:Nr

j1

I

199lf hit 4700: D 146b, S spced.
Under
n er CDL A/C 44,000 miles,
1
l8ft flatbed dump with ramps to
load, 3 ton IMT crane. 25ft side
rEsiCli $44,500.

Pe

179;;

TN

1990 Ford F800: Gas, V8 on
propane. 6 speed, with
with HiRanger riiodel 6H65 bucket,
6,218 original miles. Looks and
runs like new. $56,500.

1996 nt 4700. T444 diesel, 7
speed, with 10 ton National
model 400A, 95ft hook
height. $54 900.

1995 GMC Topkick. 3116 CAT

FORD, NT, MACK, VOLVO...
Tandems with Flatbeds.

diesel, Allison Auto, Under CDL,
24ft van body, 83,000 miles.
$16,900.

ctm-i
1991 nt 4800: 4x4, DT466, 6
speed
2 speed transfer,
.
21 .000 original miles, with
with Altec
5Oft bucket. $39,500.

l996RaycoTl75 'J.
oviied since new, 900 liouts,
rock teeth on stump cutter, with
flail mower, excellent condition.

1996 Rayco T175: Stump cutter
with iipei teeth, 1,400 hours.
10 flail 11lOV/e1 $69,500.

Call for current inventory.

y.;*

1997 Ford F1300: Cuiiiiriiiis
5.9L, 7 speed, 31 GVW, 16ft
bed, with rear mount
4 ton National Crane, 33ft side
reach. radio remote. $39,500.

1997 Ford LNT8000: ,'5 t'.
Cummins, 8 speed, 58 GVW.
2Oft flatbed, with 22 ton JLG
model 2250, 95ft hook ht.
$89,500.

1990 Peterbilt 320/CO: 8.3L
Cummins, Allison auto, 16ft
dump body, 5 ton Effer
Knuckleboom, 19ff side reach.
$34,500.

(2) UNITS 1998 1997 Ford
LNT9000: 3306 CAT, 8LL-14
40, 16ft steel dump, 86,000
miles
116,000 miles.
52.900
$54900

1995 Ford F800: 5.9L Cummins
iiiin
diesel, 5 spd
2 spd, with 4 toll
Hiab 071 crane with choice of
body. CALL FOR INFO.

1994 Ford LT800: ..urnriiiris
8.3L, 225 HP, 8 speed, lift steel
flatbed. 60,000 miles, with 10
ton National Crane. 66ff hook
ht, $39,500

Oft

USED REINCO HGIO: 35 HP
engine, hose reel. $9,500.

1993 Ford F8000 Crew Cab:
Cummins 8.3L, 5 spd
2 spd,
14ff bed, with 7 ton National
Crane, 4711 hook ht $34,500

PECIALL71ED TRUCKS

IN STOCK

(10) HIAB, IMTCO, NATIONAL,

ETC... KNUCKLEBOOMS.
MOUNTED OR UNMOUNTED.

RAYCO STUMP GRINDERS

MORBARK CHIPPERS

'

1994 LN9000: CAT 3306. 350
HP. 9 speed, 33 GVW, 198.000
miles, with NEW 9ff Rugby 6 to
8 yard dump, with pintle hook.

$29,600.

0pdLjk&aw=
31E3 DeUhLeIleN Pike

Truck Ec
Equiprnant Salan

I - IaI.fietd, PcI1nsLILuI1i1 1LILIO
'I'Rl:l; ('ARE INI)tJS'I'RY

Call

866-250-8262

Frc

[flu 215-7e1-L1350
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50 Bucket trucks, 15 Boom
trucks, 15
5 Sheetrock trucks, 10
Unmounted Knuckleboonis, 15
Digger Derricks, 25 Mechanics
trucks with cranes, 30+ Fuel
and Lube trucks...

L.-JL.-.JI,-J.opdLlkes.corl

For example, containerized black poplar trees that received an optimal
fertilization regime grew twice as fast as
plants in the low Fertility treatment. Soil
fertility did not affect photosynthesis, but
the high fertility treatment more than
doubled total leaf area. However, leaves
of fertilized trees had lower phytochemical and higher nitrogen concentrations.
Consequently, gypsy moth larvae grew 84
percent faster on the faster growing fertilized trees. In the same experiment,
fertilization had very similar effects on
carbon allocation and insect resistance of
willow.
In a field experiment with established
paper birch trees, we tested a fertilization

Brass is Better!

.1
Bartlett Brass pole connectors don't break, bend or corrode
under normal use ... or abuse!
Which is more than you can say
for the competition. Aluminum is
cheaper, but your time isn't.
That's why our brass is better
than aluminum.
Bartlett Brass... strong and
reliable. Available to fit round or
rectangular poles.

B
I? MANUFACTURING
CO.

Q

I)ctri,it, MI

Since 1912

800-331-7101
or
313-873-7300

l'ietse on, Ic 2 7 on Reader Sers ice ( ' aRl
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based on rates and ti iiiine consistent with those specified by the ANSI A300
Tree Fertilization Standard. We found that
fertilization had no effect on photosynthesis, but increased tree growth. However,
fertilization also decreased birch resistance
to gypsy moth and forest tent caterpillar.
Larval survival was significantly higher on
fertilized trees, which had lower concentrations of phytochemicals.
Another experiment examined the ef fects of fertilization regimes in the nursery
in one year on the performance of
crabapple trees in a low-maintenance landscape the following year. Once in the
landscape, trees were irrigated only at the
time of transplanting, and were not fertilized. We found that the fertility treatment
in the nursery had a big effect on their
growth in the landscape the Following year.
Trees that received the highest fertilization
rate in the nursery grew faster than trees
that received intermediate or low rates of
Fertilizer. We saw no difference in their
photosynthesis rates, but we did see a
trade-off between the growth and defense,
with fastest growing trees producing lower
levels of defensive chemicals. We also
found that gypsy moth larvae grew 49 percent faster on high than on low fertility
trees, and eastern tent caterpillar larvae
grew 530 percent (!) faster on high fertility trees.
John Lloyd, a doctoral student working
in my laboratory, found the same pattern
when he used mulch to manipulate soil
fertility. River birch trees mulched with
composted yard waste grew faster and
higher foliar nitrogen concentrations than
trees mulched with ground wood pallets.
Lloyd conducted a detailed analysis of
mulch effects on microbial activity and
nitrogen cycling and showed that this is
because the composted yard waste (with a
low carbon:nitrogen ratio of 17: 1) served
as a continual source of slow-release nutrients as it was decomposed by microbes.
On the other hand, as microbes decomposed the ground wood (with a
carbon:nitrogen greater than 100: 1), they
tied up the available nitrogen, which decreased plant growth.
The faster growing trees mulched with
composted yard waste had lower concentrations of defensive chemicals and
received 50 percent more Japanese beetle
defoliation. Interestingly, despite receiving
more defoliation, these trees still grew
faster than the trees mulched with ground
wood pallets. If these trees had been
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sprayed to prevent defoliation, they probably would have grown even faster. A
month after the Japanese beetles had finished feeding, damaged leaves had
dropped, and the aesthetic impact of Japanese beetle was no longer evident.
Furthermore, the faster growing trees were
ornamentally superior because of their
more attractive exfoliating bark.
Most of the studies that I have referenced so far have dealt with the effects of
fertilization and soil fertility on host quality for leaf-eating insects. Our research has
not focused on sucking insects such as
aphids and scales, since many studies have
shown that fertilization favors sucking insects such as aphids. Only a few studies
have addressed the effects of fertilization
on stem-invading insects such as
woodborers and bark beetles that feed on
phloem tissue, which girdles trees, often
fatally. These studies do not support the
idea that fertilization increases tree resistance to these insects.
The trunks of pine trees and other conifers produces a resin containing terpenes
that are toxic to bark beetles, and which
also provides the tree with a physical barrier that repels insects. A study recently
published in the journal Tree Physiology
found that fertilization dramatically decreased the production of this resin in pine
trees. I studied the effect of fertilization on
bronze birch borer resistance, and found

F

that fertilization had no effect. However,
drought stress dramatically decreased
borer resistance. Furthermore, I inch of irrigation each week was sufficient to keep
trees highly resistant to bronze birch borer,
even during an outbreak when neighbor ing trees that were not irrigated were killed.

Fertilization and stress
tolerance
Several studies have found fertilization
to decrease the drought stress tolerance of
trees. It is well documented that fertilization increases the shoot:root ratio of
seedlings and mature trees. By proportionally increasing shoot growth and
decreasing root growth, fertilization increases the water requirements of the tree
while proportionally decreasing the capacity of the tree to acquire water. Recent
studies also indicate that phytochemicals,
which are generally decreased by fertilization, help protect trees from drought
stress. We studied the effects of fertilization on the drought stress tolerance of
crabapple. We found that during a severe
drought, the photosynthetic rate of
crabapples that received the low fertilization rate was more than 100 percent higher
than that of faster growing trees that received the high fertilization rate. However,
when soil moisture was favorable, fertilization had no effect on photosynthesis.
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Studies have also shown that fertilization decreases storage carbohydrates,
which may compromise the ability of a tree
to recover from stress. It has been speculated that fertilization may increase tree
tolerance to defoliation. Only a few studies have examined this question (none with
mature trees), but all found that fertilization has no effect on the ability of trees to
tolerate defoliation, perhaps because the
growth of defoliated trees is limited more
by lack of carbon than by lack of nutrients.

Summary
Does this mean that fertilized trees will
actually receive more damage in the landscape'? We don't know. Data from studi
under landscape conditions in an urht
environment are lacking, but the evideiicc
does suggest that potential. In a number
randomized studies conducted in forests ur
experimental research plantings, fertilized
trees did experience more insect damage.
We do know that fertilization does increase
the growth and can enhance the aesthetic
quality of trees. It is also clear that claims
that fertilization increases insect resistance
cannot be supported by evidence. In fact,
a large body of scientific evidence has
emerged that shows fertilization almost
always decreases tree resistance to insects.
This strong pattern has emerged in spite
of great variation in experimental conditions, which include field and container
studies, as well as different rates, formulations, and timing of applications. This
suggests that fertilization affects insect resistance through general responses of trees
to increased nutrient availability, rather
than through specific effects of particular
formulations.
There is a role for prescription fertilization in a plant health care program,
especially in high maintenance landscapes.
However, fertilization programs should be
implemented with an understanding of
potential consequences for pest resistance
and stress tolerance.
Dr. Daniel A. 1-Jerms is an assistant /)i'O.tessor at The Ohio State University, Ohio
Agricultural Research and Development
Center in Wooster. His research projects
focus on physiological responses of trees
to cultural practices, natural tree resistance to insects and monitoring strategies
.tor insect pests. This article was excerpted
and adapted from a presentation at I'(/
EXPO 2000 in Charlotte, N.C.
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Washington in Review

By Peter

Congress Proposes New Ergonomics Rule
On March 22, Sen. John Breaux, D-La.,
offered a stand-alone bill that would force
the Labor Department to adopt a wholly
new ergonomics standard within two years
to succeed regulations overturned by Congress and the White House earlier in the
month.
The proposal, S. 598, mirrors an amendment offered earlier in the month to an
unrelated bankruptcy reform bill. The
amendment was struck from the bankruptcy bill March 15.
In the House, Rep. Christopher John (DLa.) introduced a companion measure to
the Breaux Senate bill March 27.
How Congress and the Bush administration should proceed with ergonomics
regulations will be the focus of an April
26 hearing scheduled before the Senate
Appropriations Subcommittee on Labor,
Health and Human Services and Education. Labor Secretary Elaine L. Chao and
Joseph Woodward, the associate solicitor of labor for occupational safety and
health, are confirmed for the hearing.
The subcommittee's chairman, Sen.
Arlen Specter (R-Pa.), was one of 56 senators who voted to rescind the Clinton
administration rule.
Breaux and other senators argued that
Congress should support action on a follow-up rule by the Bush administration's
Labor Department.
Under the new bill, any future OSHA
rule would have to "set forth in clear
terms" the circumstances under which an
employer would be required to address
ergonomic hazards and spell out the measures required of an employer to comply

with the requirements. A new rule also
would have to avoid any conflict with
state workers' compensation programs.
OSHA also would be barred from developing regulations that "apply to
non-work-related muscu lo- skeletal disorders that occur outside the workplace" or
those that occur offsite but are aggravated
by work.
Proponents of the new bill say Congress needs to provide forceful direction
to OSHA to ensure that a more reasonable regulation is developed quickly. But
the proposal has yet to attract many of
the Democrats who defended the OSHA
rule when it was rescinded under the
Congressional Review Act, or CRA.
The CRA provides Congress with a
quick method of voting up or down on
controversial federal regulations.
The Breaux bill is co-sponsored by Sens.
Arlen Specter, R-Pa.; Blanch Lincoln, DArk.; Ted Stevens, R-Alaska; Mary
Landrieu, D-La.; Ben Nelson, D-Neb.;
Max Cleland, D-Ga.; Zell Miller, D-Ga.;
Tim Johnson, D-S.D; John Chafee (R-R.I.)
and Diane Feinstein (D-Calif.).
The concept of a two-year deadline
emerged during debate just hours before
the Senate voted to rescind the Clinton
administration rule, 56-44, on March 6.
Most of the senators who are co-sponsoring the Breaux measure - Lincoln,
Landrieu, Stevens, Specter, and Miller—
voted that day to kill the OSHA rule.
Only four of the current co-sponsors, all
Democrats, voted to protect the Clinton
administration's regulations: Johnson,
Cleland, Nelson, and Feinstein.

Orchards EDGE.com -- where professionals go for quality tools.
We stock ARS hand shears, saws, loppers, long-reach pruners and hedge shears.
COUPON CODE: 2393

The tree care industry must address the
safety issues raised by the increasing
number of Spanish-speaking workers on
its job sites.
Looking out for the interests of Hispanic
workers is not only good business and the
right thing to do, it is also a recognition
that the labor pool contains a growing percentage of these workers. After growing
by 58 percent in the last 10 years, Hispanics are now the nation's largest minority
group and are projected to account for 25
percent of the population by 2050, according to the U.S. Census Bureau.
Training workers in a language they can
understand happens to be something the
Occupational Safety and Health Administration is beginning to stress as well. As
an example, in one release issued b)
OSHA's Atlanta-East area office, an
agency official said that employers are responsible for training every worker
"regardless of their understanding of the
English language."
The good news is that these workers
are filling a gap in our industry's labor
force. With the country's changing demographics, there are not enough young
workers born in the United States to fill
entry-level, manual-labor jobs. Also,
many recent Hispanic immigrants ar rived in this country with limited
education, and will be seeking out physically demanding jobs that young
native-born Americans typically shun.
Getting past the language barrier not
only increases productivity and safety
awareness, it can also create a larger talent pool from which to recruit workers.
Once word gets out that you care about
your Hispanic workers, and they have
someone with whom they can actually
communicate, you become an employer
of choice.

(free gift with purchase)

or call toll-free:

OrchdsEDGEcom 877,881 e 1426
Please circle 56 on Reader Service Card
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Peter Gerstenberger is vice president of
business management, safety and education
.tr the National Arborist Association. TCI
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Out of Control?
By Mary McVicker

n business, "controls" and "control"
are terms that everyone seems to use
differently. The result is a vague sense
about the word "controls" - and a strong
temptation to ignore it altogether. "Controls" does, after all, sound like iron-hand
rule of the Czars. It also, unfortunately,
sounds like something appropriate for No
business only. Entrepreneurs ignore controls at their peril.
Controls, in fact, are monitors or early
warning signs of potential problems. Controls provide checks and balances; they
lessen the probability of embezzlement or
employee fraud. And controls provide
milestones that indicate the progress or
direction of a business.
Many entrepreneurs find it difficult to
keep a handle on every aspect of the operation. Since the financial side of running
a commercial tree care business isn't why
most owners entered the profession, many
tend to focus on scheduling, maintenance
or sales instead of the finances. Controls
are a major resource for keeping an eye on
the money.
Let's look at some key types of controls
as they apply to different functions within
a business.

J

reserves - and most don't - relies heavily
on cash flow, making it particularly vulnerable to variations in the rate of flow.
• Loss of cash. Losses come about
through theft, mismanagement or, occasionally, destruction. The amount of loss
from theft alone is staggering.
• Mismanagement is a less-publicized
cause of lost cash, but it is significant.
Mismanagement includes loss of interest
income, poor purchasing procedures and
poor payment practices.
• Improper or inadequate accounting.
When accounting procedures are "loose,"
there is greater potential for loss.
Because of the importance of cash controls, many large corporations have cash
audits, where samplings of all procedures
involving cash are scrutinized. A full-scale
cash audit might not be practical for a small
business, however, any business that suspects or is concerned about the possibility
of a problem with its cash management
might consider hiring an accountant to
conduct an audit or to provide advice about
the firm's cash management system. Many
small businesses have an annual audit as a
matter of practice.

Control procedures to implement include:

Cash controls
Because cash is such a vulnerable area
for theft or mismanagement, cash controls
warrant particular attention. A business
that's perilously short of cash is virtually
out of business. When considering cash
controls, it's useful to look at the various
functions of cash management: taking in;
depositing; paying out; keeping records.

Problem areas include:
Potential problems abound in managing
cash. The most frequent are:
• Inadequate cash flow. Many business
operations depend on cash for critical expenditures such as salaries, expansion,
inventory purchases and hiring. A small
business that doesn't have substantial cash
18

o

The person who disburses the cash
should not have the responsibility for cash
receipts.
El The person who receives the cash
should have no other cash-related responsibilities.
Accounting tasks should be done by
someone who is not responsible for either
cash receipts or disbursements.
These three recommendations might
seem like they call for an artificial division
of duties - and to some extent that's true.
In a small business such division might not
be practical or feasible. In that case, there
are other controls that should be exercised.
El Bank reconciliations should be done
by someone having no cash responsibilities. This is extremely important. Pay an

o
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outsider if you need to, but keep bank reconciliation duties separate from cash or
check responsibilities.
The owner and manager of the business should be involved with the
company's books. Many commercial arborists tend to be involved with the work
of tree care, and have a limited interest in
bookkeeping or accounting. That doesn't
always work. Managers and owners need
a basis of "survival accounting" to keep
them informed, help them make more informed decisions, and keep track of what's
going on with the business.
Cash problems, particularly losses,
can often be identified if the owner takes
the time to be involved. He or she can then
spot discrepancies - where the on-paper
results of the business' operations don't
match what the company is actually doing.
And, put quite simply, the more someone
knows about the business' operations, the
better he or she can manage that business.
El The books should be closed by au
outside accountant or by an in-house accountant who has no cash responsibilities.
Checks should be deposited promptly.

o

o

o

El Cash should be deposited promptly.

o

The business should invest time and
effort into cash planning.
Petty cash should be kept to a minimum, with limited access.
El Bills should be paid routinely and according to specified procedures.

o

Profitability
Problem areas include:
• Services are incorrectly priced.
• Bids are made randomly.
• Decision-making gets bottlenecked.
• Decisions are made at a level too far
removed from the customers.
• There is a lack of accountability with
respect to employees.
• Employees are stuck with inefficient
work procedures.

Control procedures to implement include:
0 Investment in a professional for cost
accounting help
O Keeping correct and current cost information in pricing
O Possibly rearranging work areas, fur niture, equipment or locations to improve
efficiency - and to make the work areas
nioi•e comfortable for employees
Delegating decision making as far
down the line as possible

o

Personnel
Employees are key to a business' sire cess or failure. They are the ones who
generate the income in many businesses
it's the employees on the "lower level" not the higher paid middle management who are the income producers, a fact some
businesses ignore. (Upper management is
a not-for-profit activity.)
Problem areas include:
• Employees represent their businesses
in a poor manner.
• Employees offend or irritate custom-

ers to the point where the customers go
elsewhere.
• Employees are used ineffectively.
• Skilled employees leave.
• Employees record transactions improperly, miscalculate invoices or make
other errors that result in business losses.
There are many areas of potential problems. Some of the problems involve
employee shortcomings, while others are
a result of the employer's actions or macliOnS.
Control procedures to implement include:
O Put the business in a competitive position with respect to hiring good
employees.
O Re specific about what an employee
Should know and do to he effective in the
job. Specify which skills an employee
should have when hired, as well as which
skills the bLisiness is willing to provide
training for.
O Conduct background checks on poleilhal employees. Contact past employers and
references, and check records on schooling. Conduct drug screening if appropriate.

o

Carry fidelity bonds (surety) on employees who handle money.
Establish adequate supervisory procedures. There's a fine line between too
much supervision and too little. Be wary
of micromanaging; it's not an effective
control, and it demoralizes and aggravates
employees.
Utilize correct payroll and personnel
procedures.
El And last but certainly not least TRAIN!

o

o

Conclusion
Underlying controls is the question of
cause and effect. A lack of proper controls
creates a problem area.
The semantics used in reference to controls aren't that important. What is critical
is that a business without controls, however the word is used, is headed for trouble.
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PRODUCTS & SERVICES

A one-time installation of Typar Premium Landscape Fabric can
prevent weed growth for years, and
once it's covered with mulch, it
does its job unseen. Its performance is guaranteed when it's
installed and covered properly.
Typar Premium Landscape Fabric
is made of continuous polypropy lene fibers bonded by heat and
pressure to create a uniform and
porous nonwoven fabric that is resistant to punctures, rotting,
mildew, microorganisms and
chemicals. Since the fibers are continuous, the fabric will not unravel
or tear. Typar Premium Landscape
Fabric is packaged in a variety of
sizes ranging from 3 feet by 25 feet
to 151 feet by 300 feet. It can be
used for soil retention for timber
retaining walls, around blind drains,
as weed control under decks, to
support brick or block walkways,
for soil retention in planters and
pots, and as an interceptor trench
drain. For more information, call
(800) 321-6271 or visit
www.reemay.com .

Bandit has introduced the new totally digital Auto Feed Plus to the tree care and waste
disposal industries. This feed system control device not only starts and stops the
feed, but will also reverse a unit's feed system. When reversing the feed system,
material is pulled out of the cut, preventing
wood from rubbing against the disc or the
knives, quickening recovery time, and eliminating the potential for burning and dulling
knives. The reverse feature is adjustable
from a millisecond up to 65 seconds. Auto
Feed Plus is available on all Brush Bandit hand-fed brush chippers and whole tree chippers and is standard on the 3680 Beast Recycler. For more information, call (800) 952-0178
or visit www.banditchippers.com .
Please circle 190 on Reader Service Card

Wood-Mizer's L300 Thin Kerf Headrig was designed to do
two things: make small circle-saws obsolete, and offer
higher production than stationary versions of portable
bandmills. The operator station on the LT300 is like highproduction mills, using two joysticks, programmable
setworks and an optional climate-conditioned cab. The
LT300 is also available with optional in-feed and out-feed
material handling. The key to increasing profit is maximizing yield, while not losing production. The LT300
accomplishes this by utilizing Wood-Mizer's .098 kert
bands. For more information, contact Wood-Mizer at (800)
553-0182 or www.woodmizer.com .
Please circle 191 on Reader Service Card
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Brentwood Industries, Specialty Products Group,
has released an eight-page, full-color catalog displaying its full line of wheelbarrows. Most of
Brentwood's wheelbarrows consist of a non-corrosive, heavy-duty polyethylene pan, cold-rolled steel
undercarriage, American Hardwood handles, and
multiple tire options, including single and doublewheel models. Steel pan wheelbarrows are also
available for use with asphalt and similar applications. For a copy of Brentwood's new wheelbarrow
catalog, call (610) 374-5109 or visit
www.brentwoodindustries.com

BRENTWOOD
Please circle 193 on Reader Service Card

Please circle 192 on Reader Service Card

ACRT, Inc. has introduced a new software package called Green Resource Manager for
Windows. The program is designed for grounds or property managers of any size public or
private facility. Green Resource Manager lets facilities managers track and manage every
plant, fixture, piece of furniture and building on the property. Managers can track inventory
data; view maps and property; schedule and track vegetation and hardscape maintenance;
produce easy-to-read management reports; and access work histories. Green Resource
Manager is designed for managers of both single and multiple properties, such as offices,
parks, schools, apartments and condos, or industrial sites. It also meets the needs of golf
course superintendents. For a free demonstration copy, call ACRT at (800) 622-2562, fax
(330) 945-7200, visit www.acrtinc.com or contact ACRT Inc., P.O. Box 401, Cuyahoga Falls,
OH 44221-0401.
Please circle 194 on Reader Service Card
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FECON, Inc., has introduced five new Bull
Hog mulching attachment models for excavators, available for operation with 55
to 500 hydraulic horsepower to process
both large- and small-diameter material.
The Bull Hog enables excavators to mulch
trees (standing or fallen), brush, shrubs
and stumps up to 24 inches in diameter,
making it ideal for land clearing, right-ofway construction/maintenance, storm
water drainage area maintenance, for estry and for reducing the risk of wildfires
in urban areas. Utilizing individual fixedposition carbide-tipped cutting tools, the Bull Hog quickly grinds wood and vegetation.
The Bull Hog coarse-grinds large- and small-diameter material or finely mulches it into
the soil surface by "pull working," an operating method that re-circulates material
through counting-cutting rakes to cut it down to size. All Bull Hog models are factoryequipped with hydraulic motors. For more information, contact FECON Inc. at (800)
528-3113, visit www.fecon.com or e-mail fecon@fuse.net .
Please circle 195 on Reader Service (aid
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800-610-DICA(3422)
www.dicaUSA.com
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Erie, PA

Your New "CHOICE' of supplies
for Landscape, Arliorist,
Tree Care, and Lawn Care
Professionals.

_\

The EZ 2-Cycler is a low-cost, dual-chamber fueling system that mixes 2-cycle oil and gasoline. Achieving
precise oil-to-gas mixtures on mowers, cultivators,
weed cutters, sprayers and other power tools protects
engines and maximizes performance. With the EZ 2-Cycler, all it takes is setting a dial to meet any
equipment maker's specifications, whether
those specifications are expressed in ratios,
ounces or milliliters. A companion product,
the EZ 2-Mixer, is designed to mix liquid fertilizers, pesticides, defoliants or other fluids
with water. For more information, call (877)
Cd-PROD or visit www.ezdispensers.com .

15"1()'F

I)ICA Marketing Co.

2008 East 33rd St.

Arborwear introduces its new lightweight pants.
The new design offers the same protection as the
original pants, but are constructed out of a lighterweight 10 oz. bull denim. Ideal for hot summer
weather! For more information, call (888)578-TREE
or visit www.arborwear.com .
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Great "BuyDirect!" savings on
the "Cutter's Edge" family of
Quality Cutting Products and
related parts and accessories.
• Tree Climbers gear, Climbing!
Rigging Rope, Saddles
• CUTTING CHAIN, BARS,

Please circle 197 on Reader Service ('ard

SPROCKETS
• CUTTING LINE, for StringTrimmer
—the best in professional styles

[MILLER]
WA;r.

• CUTTING SAWS, hand tools, pole
pruners, for pruning

POWERFUL

• CUTTING BLADES, replacements
U•'

PATENTED

for walk behind lawnmowers, front
mounts, tractors, "Gator"

PERFORMERS

commercial mulching blades, plus...
Small Engine Parts, Deck Parts, etc.
Register now for the "Cutter's Edge"
program "BuyDirect!" annual catalog
and regular flyers!

i••i1
Phone

PRO 75/PRO 150

IrMThE

M50E/M75E

50to150HP

30to90HP
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1-888-288-8371 USA
1-888-817-4707 CDN
www.cutterschoice.com
Please circle 23 on Reader Service ('aid
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Bayer Corp. changes
name, reorganizes
Bayer Corporation has changes its
name to Bayer Corporation, Professional
Care. The new name is designed to reflect its focus on professional service.
In addition, Bayer has added several
new members to its team: Michael Daly
has joined as the turf and ornamental
brand manager; Cathy Fuhrman is commercial market manager; and Jennifer
Remsberg has taken over as residential
market manager
In addition to the new employees,
several current employees have changed
roles: Jeff Vannoy moved from his position as field sales representative to
home health brand representative in the
Kansas City office. Steve Ehart moved
from market manager to brand manager
for all Bayer pest management products;
Renee Holmes, communications manager, has been appointed accolades
program director.
Neil Cleveland, former turf and or namental brand manager, now serves as
sales manager for the Eastern area. Sales
manager Mike Ruizzo covers the Western area, and director of sales Rich Burns
has responsibility for Florida.

Orkin, Bayer team up
for traveling exhibit
A pest management company and a
manufacturer of pest management products have come together to sponsor a

53-foot mobile unit that promotes the same
insects they spend most of their efforts eliminating.
Orkin Exterminating Co. and Bayer Corp.,
Professional Care - along with the
Smithsonian's National Museum of Natural
History and CNNfyi.com - have introduced
the Smithsonian 0. Orkin Insect Safari. The
traveling exhibit, which launched in March
and will circulate through November, will
visit more than 100 cities, educating students
of all ages about science, specifically about
insects and their place in our world.
The Insect Safari is filled with interactive
displays, scientific facts and an array of
imaginative, colorful illustrations. The exhibit also features live insects provided by
local entomologists along the tour route.
For more information, visit
lnsectsafari.com or call Sara Buck at (800)
767-5021, Ext. 1299, Jennifer McDuffee at
(404) 888-2846 or Jacqueline Corbett at
(202) 357-2458.

John Deere division
announces name change
Deere Power Systems Group has changed
its name to John Deere Power Systems.
John Deere Power Systems is a division
of Deere & Co.
Last year, the company announced a
companywide effort to combine changes to
its John Deere trademark with a more focused effort to manage the corporate brand.
This initiative is aimed at further preserving,
promoting and enhancing the John Deere
identity.

Growth for hand-held
power equipment in 2000
Shipments in the hand-held power equipment industry for most products remained
strong in 200() due to the favorable economic
climate. The following are 2000 industry
shipments for portable, gasoline-powered
equipment in the United States:
Chain saws
During 2000, industry shipments of gasoline-powered chain saws fell 10 percent to 2,126,680 units.
It is estimated that industry shipments for 2001
will remain at 2000 levels.

Trimmers and brushcutters
During 2000, industry shipments of gasoline-powered trimmers and brushcutters increased 9
percent to 4,749,500 units. It is estimated that industry shipments for 2001 will increase 2 percent.

Hand-held blowers
During 2000, industry shipments of gasoline-powered hand-held blowers increased 15 percent to
1,895,030 units. It is estimated that industry shipments for 2001 will increase 5 percent.

Backpack blowers
During 2000, industry shipments of gasoline-powered backpack blowers increased 6 percent to
308,450 units. It is estimated that industry shipments for 2001 will increase 2 percent.

Cutoff saws
During 2000, industry shipments of gasoline-powered cutoff saws decreased 2 percent to 119,720
units. It is estimated that industry shipments for
2001 will remain at 2000 levels.

Hedge Trimmers
During 2000, industry shipments of gasoline-powered hedge trimmers increased 19 percent to
380,900 units. It is estimated that industry shipments for 2001 will increase 5 percent.

Edgers
During 2000, industry shipments of gasoline-powered edgers increased 16 percent to 77,350 units.
It is estimated that industry shipments for 2001
will increase 2 percent.

HEAT TREATED POCKET
• Much stronger and wears longer than
non-heat treated pockets.
• Pocket holds tooth securely when
tightened, but springs back into shape
when loosened for easier tooth removal.
• No distortion in the bolt holes.
• If teeth are repeatedly broken, there is
virtually no slot damage.

CALL FOR A FREE BROCHURE:
1-800-537-2552

OUR PRODUCTS ARE:
MADE IN THE

'IflCA

LE0NARDI MFG CO. INC.
2728 ERIE DRIVE, WEEDSPORT, NY 13166
PHONE: (315) 834-6611 • FAX: (315) 834-9220
E-MAIL: LEONARDIMFG@WORLDNET.ATI.NET
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ImpleMax 4836Lw Pro Grapple/winch
and the Swinger Loader/Carrier
• Increase profitability with less landscape damage
• Improve handling compared to other equipment
• Move big logs, multiple log bundles, brush — fast
• Do the work of 2-3 people — save time
• Great 360 degree visibility
• Reduce manual labor for cleanup — save money
• Save labor - pick-up logs & trees where they fall
• Reduce ruts and "fix-it" work with articulated steering
Put this tree-proven duo to work for you and watch your bottom line grow.
The system is easy to run, quick and profitable from day one. You'll
generate more dollar volume and higher profits without adding staff.
Call us for special incentive programs.

%
L —

:
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Call now for FREE Mx video
"Unbelievable! Made it possible to get a
2-day job done in less than a day."
"Does the work of three people."

Impl Max
800-587-6656 (24 hrs)
wwwimplemax.com

"I outbid other companies and did the job in
112 the time."
Took me from a simple tree guy to a
professional tree service."
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Loader Division of NMC-WOLLARD, Inc.

800-656-6867
www.nmc-wollard.com

Digging
Deep
for
Profits
By Michael Roche

Spade attachments are easily attached to

loaders such as this Bobcat 773 G-Series.

This Vermeer 3300 has a slim profile
that allows it to squeeze between
tight rows and under low-hanging
branches.

ive your average arborist the
choice between cutting and
dragging a 5,000-pound tree to
a chipper or planting a tiny dogwood,
and the tree worker will take the cutting
and chipping every time. Tree workers
hate digging holes. But give that same
person a tree spade and chances are he
will happily plant away for a few days.
Tree workers love running machinery.
Arborists have traditionally shied
away from the tree planting business
because it is time consuming, the machinery is expensive, and the crews just
don't like it, resulting in poor workmanship. Enter tree spade rentals. With good
planning and research, tree spade planting can be very profitable, with a
finished product you can be proud of.
The investment is low and the returns are
high if you do it right. There is also the

G
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incentive of utilizing machinery you a!ready own. Many tree care companies
have a skid steer or three-point hitch
tractor, so all they need to rent is the
spade attachment. And even if they don't
own the drive machine, they can rent the
whole unit or even a trailer-mounted
spade. This latter unit pulls behind a
pick-up, similar to a stump grinder.
Bruce Layden of W.M. Biers of Albany, N.Y., a machinery sales and rental
business, says he plans to rent tree spades
for skid steers because "they are one of
the few pieces of equipment you can still
make good money at."
How good? Well, a tree spade attachment rents for between $500 and $1 ,000
per week, depending on the which part
of the country you live in. Expect to pay
about twice that for both the entire skid
steer and spade rental. A trailer-mounted
spade rents for between $500 and $1,800
per week, again depending on the location. The people who rent just the spade
attachment for $500 per week report
making as much as $1 ,000 to $1,500 per
day and approximately $4,000 to $5,000
per week with one operator. Obviously,
the companies paying more for a spade
rental can make even greater amounts.
It all might seem a little elementary,
but in a nutshell, here is how you do it.

equipment after a couple of seasons. In
differently. "What we do best is sell
First, look into two things: competition
that way, Cat is able to maximize the use
equipment," said Shattie. Therefore, the
and customers. Is there a lot of competiof its rental pieces and the smaller rental
company has established "rental allition in your area for this business?
companies are not burdened with carryances" with independent rental shops to
Determine how much of a need your cusing too much inventory.
sell and rent Cat equipment. If a customers have for this service. After that,
Kenny Van Der Pol of Ziegler Renttomer contacts one of these rental
line up as many accounts in succession
als in Des Moines, Iowa, one of a
as you can. That way, when you
chain of Cat Rental Stores, says
rent the tree spade, you can knock
his company started carrying a
out all the jobs in a short period
Businesses that rented spades last year
tree spade attachment for skid
of time. In some areas of the
reported a great track record for maksteers in 2000. It had only a fair
country, especially rural ones, it
ing money, says Van Der Pol. "Now WE
rental record, but he believes it
may he difficult to find a business
will get better. Last year, Van Der
that carries tree spade rentals. If
can fell our customers that if they wan I
Pol said, many of their customers
that is the case, see if a local busito transplant trees and make some biç
did not know they had the attachness will buy a spade on the
dough, we've got the machine."
ment, and 2000 was a dry year in
condition that you will line up
Iowa. This year they are promotseveral accounts and guarantee a
ing it more and
providing the
minimum amount of business.
weather is more favorable - they expect
companies about a particular attachment,
Several rental companies have reexcellent spade rentals.
Southworth-Milton can have the attachsponded favorably to this idea.
And planting is only one side of the
ment shipped out of the Boston area to
Joe Shattie, sales manager of
most New England locations the next
rental coin. Transplanting plant material
South worth-Milton, a Caterpillar dealerfrom one side of a lot to another can beday. If the machine is rented often
ship in Richmond, Vt., says his company
come an additional customer service.
enough, Southworth-Milton can offer a
has approached the skid steer and tracEverything from small trees to rhododengreat price when selling that piece of
tor rental attachment issue a little
-

-

Forestry Equipment
1

3 Locations To Serve You Better:

Forestry Equipment of Virginia • 804.525.2929 Phone • 804.525.0917 Fax
Forestry Equipment of Shelby, NC • 866.824.1100 Toll Free • 570.558.6700 Phone • 570.558.6703 Fax
DoNaples Equipment, Pennsylvania • 866.824.1100 Toll Free • 570.558.6700 Phone • 570.558.6703 Fax
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92 Ford-SD
12 Chip Body with Maccab and
Toolbox Package 1991 Ford 1`700;
6.6 Diesel; 6 Speed Transmission
60' Working Height Aftec LRIIP55
1994 GMC rophick 366 Fuel
Injected Gas 3 cjrl Kubota
Pony Engine
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GMC-XT6070-FD
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55 Working Height Aerial Lift
of Conn. AL-50 1993 Ford F700
5.9 Cummins Diesel

75' Working Height Hi Ranger
XT 60170 2000 GMC C8500
Cat 3126 Diesel

INT-16-CT

16 Chip Body with Underbody
11' Chip Body with Mancab and
Toolboxes; 2001 International
Toolbox Package 1992 GMC TopKick 4700: DT466 Diesel
366 Fuel Injected Gas

.
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drons can be moved at a tidy profit.
Businesses that rented spades last year
reported a great track record for making
money, says Van Der Pot. "Now we can
tell our customers that if they want to
transplant trees and make some big
dough, we've got the machine."
Vermeer Manufacturing of Pella, Iowa,
makes several models that are already in
rental fleets or will be this spring. They
manufacture two different versions of the
TS 33 attachable to either skid steers or
three-point tractor hook-ups. This unit

pile of soil and put it into the hole where
the transplanted tree came from. If all
goes well, you can transplant two trees
in a little less than an hour.
Here are a couple of tricks to keep in
mind. When removing the soil from the
receiving hole, use a tarp. The ball will
fall apart and will have to be shoveled
back into the hole. As an alternative,
consider buying a pod that you can put
the receiving hole's soil into. Also, if you
are driving across a nice lawn, you will
have to lay plywood down SO as not to

The Optimal 850 tree spade is a compact machine for digging rootball up 1033 inches
in diameter.

handles up to 3-inch caliper trees (measured one foot off the ground). A drive
machine should have a minimum 5,600
pounds of operating weight and a tip load
rating of at least 3,400 pounds. Additional
ballast might be necessary. Also, the machine should have a minimum hydraulic
pressure of 2,000 psi.
The TS 44A is the towable unit and
comes with a 20 hp Kohler engine. It can
handle trees up to 4-inch caliper (again,
measured one foot off the ground).
The people at Vermeer explain how
they recommended transplanting trees
around an individual property: First, call
for an underground wire check. Then dig
the receiving hole and place the soil next
to the tree to be dug for transplanting.
Next, dig the tree and move it into the
receiving hole. Finally, go back to the
LIL
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tear up the turf. This will require a second person to move sheets of plywood
ahead of the machinery and can quadruple the time involved. Keep this in
mind when pricing.
If you are moving trees from one
property to another, the logistics become more difficult. First you need to
dig the receiving holes and put the soil
in a dump truck. Then load up the
machinery and drive to the site where
the trees are located. At this site you
dump the soil, then dig the trees. Each
tree will need to be put in a basket and
loaded onto the truck and trailer. Next,
the holes you just took the trees from
will need to be filled with the soil you
delivered from the other location.
Drive back to the job site and plant the
trees in the designated holes. Whether

you leave the trees in the baskets is still
one of the great landscape controversies,
and you need to determine which one
you are more comfortable with.
Because moving trees from one property to another is significantly more time
consuming than single-property transplanting and has the potential for more
things going wrong, arborists should
consider staying with the more simple
job of transplanting at one site until they
have all the logistics worked out.
Here are a couple of additional pointers From experienced arborists:
• Charge a flat fee instead of by the
hour for each tree moved. A 2 1/2-inch to
3-inch sugar maple bought from a nursery
can easily cost a homeowner $500 installed. If you move two trees in an hour
and charge $100 per tree, it shouldn't matter that you just made $200 for that hour.
• It is not recommended that you
transplant in summer but if you have to,
be sure to go down I inch in caliper and
spray the leaves with an anti -desiccant.
• Also, increase your chances of winning a contract by giving the customer
two prices one lor just moving the tree,
and a second price for a guarantee plus
one year maintenance of mulching, staking and fertilizing.
This all sounds like easy money, but care
must still be taken. Plant a tree poorly or
transplant one too big for the machine and
it will die. However, the opportunity For
arborists to transplant successfully seems
excellent. All to often, tree care companies
are faced with high overhead and low net.
This is one chance where the exposure to
heavy capital outlays is at a minimum and
the ability to make good money in a short
period of time is excellent. A few years
from now, used spade attachments will
be coming tip for sale as rental companies look to upgrade. There is minimal
maintenance to a spade, so they should
he in nice shape. By positioning yourself now and establishing a customer
base for the implement, you can look into
purchasing these attachments with confidence in the future.
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Avoid Problems:
• Contract Deadlines
• Too Many Machines and People
• Excessive Transportation Costs

Simplify your Land Clearing Operations
• Use one machine with one operator to do the work that
now requires several of each.
• 190 hp and super light ground pressure greatly increase
the range and type of areas you can cut.

Enjoy low cost and ease of transportation
with a single one-ton dual-wheel pickup
and trailer.

• Choose different types of mulching front-end cutter
attachments to match your specific requirements.
Leave root systems intact and erosion worries behind

GYRO-TRAC
/

N,

vehicles also

conuic

multi-purpose track platform cat r cu Vt'
with 10,000 lbs. payload capacity

Visit our web site to view our " ,,
products in action at:
wwwgyrotrac.corn

Creative Financing Program Available!
Ravenel, S.C. Sales Office Toll Free: 866-800-3900

Michael Roche is a certified arborisi

and owner of Stowe Tree and Lands ape
Services in Stowe, Vt.
TCI
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GYRO?TRAC

Fax: 843-889-1732
•
Forestville
Head Office Toll Free: 888-490-TRAt
,PPQ.
Fax: 418-565-3833
.
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Industry Forum

The California Electricity Crisis
Tips for Commercial Arhorists
ome energy industry analysts have
predicted the California electric
ity crisis will continue into the
spring and summer of 2001, with the potential for more power alerts and rolling
blackouts. Worse, perhaps, is that the crisis may spread into neighboring states.
This energy crisis is more likely to affect states in the West than in the
East because California is tied
into a regional electrical grid.
Since California doesn't have
enough generation for peak instate demand, power must be
imported from neighboring western states, influencing supplies
and prices in the region.
Since there is currently no national transmission grid,
Midwest, Gulf Coast, and East
Coast states should not be directly
affected by the California energy
crisis - although they will certainly see higher fuel and energy
costs in general.
Indeed, the picture is not completely
rosy in other areas. Industry experts generally believe that deregulation and
increasing competition among utilities has
deferred a certain amount of maintenance
and upgrade on infrastructure in the past
few years. Consequently, transmission and
distribution facilities might not be in the
best shape. Combined with normal outages
from storms, this degradation of the electricity delivery system might cause a
decrease in reliability over the next few
years.

S

Impediments to robust
electricity markets
• Volatile forward pricing during
2000. This will be improving in 2001 and
looks much better for 2002.
•Bad publicity. California situation.
Not really a result of deregulation but a
combination of many factors such as:
• Ever-increasing demand from industrial, commercial, and residential sectors.
• No new generation in more than a
28

decade. This will change.
• Existing generation was not fully
modernized. This will change.
• Decrease in supply from "hydro" generators because of drought and growth.
• Major increase in 2000 in the cost of
natural gas and petroleum.
• Legislative and regulatory "restructur-

ing" provided little incentive for new suppliers at the "retail" level. Profits were huge
at the wholesale level.

Steps commercial
arborists can take
Regardless of where your facilities are
located, the California electricity crisis
should be a wake-up call to review and
perhaps upgrade your outage contingency plans.
• If you maintain a backup power supply in the form of an auxiliary generator,
you are in a better position than most for
dealing with rolling blackouts or other
Outages.
• If you don't have a generator, it
might be time to consider installing one.
• Perform a comprehensive review of
your outage contingency plan. Prepare,
publish, and practice emergency procedures so everyone on your staff knows
what to do when the lights go out.
• Verify that your generator maintenance and testing procedures are
TREE CARE INDUSTRY - MAY 2001

up-to-date and adequately maintained.
Review the loads that are absolutely critical for maintaining operations. Over time,
these loads increase as more and more operations become automated. Additional
generation or modified operating procedures may be required.
Review the state of uninterruptible
power supplies (UPS) on your
computer system, both network
and individual PCs, and don't
forget your telephone system.
• Check with your local utility customer representative about
special rates, and perhaps cash
payment from the utility, for removing load from their system
during peak demand periods.
(You might be able to turn that
monthly test of the generator into
a cost-reducing resource.)
• Keep an eye out for new
technologies. While fuel cells are
still in the development and testing stage, someday you may find
it practical to place one next to your building or in your parking lot.

•

Solutions for NAA
members
The National Arborist Association offers its members a free resource that
provides ongoing education about energy deregulation. With the Energy
Buyers Program, administered by Affiliated Power Purchasers International,
LLC (APP!), energy industry experts
assist association members in recognizing opportunities to decrease their cost
of electricity and natural gas services.
APPI offers members a reliable and independent source of information on the
changing marketplace, providing members with the tools they need to make
informed decisions.
For more information on the Energy
Buyers Program, contact APPI at 800520-6685 or visit appienergv. cowl
arborist.
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The American Group was created by the merger of Samson Ocean
Systems, American Manufacturing and Herzog Rope in 1993 and the
subsequent acquisition of First Washington Net Factory in 1999.
From this merger was born one of the largest rope and cordage
manufacturers in the Northern Hemisphere. In total, The American
Group represents well over 300 years of rope making experience.
Each company can lay claim to innovations that set new industry

:

standards. By joining the pacesetters of the last century and
maximizing the strengths of each, one company was created with a
common mission: leadership in rope technology into the next century.
To better reflect our common mission, and the strength of our
combined histories, The American Group has been renamed.
The new corporate name, Samson Rope Technologies, draws upon our
combined past while reflecting our mission for the future. The Samson
name, along with the trademark of Samson and the Lion is the oldest
continuously registered trademark in the United States. It is a great
symbol to represent the combined strength and performance of our
product line. It also symbolizes strength over time; longevity which can
only be achieved through commitment to continuous development and
the creation of new fiber combinations and constructions to provide
greater strength, safety and security.
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CORPORATE:

Samson Rope Technologies

iso

2090 Thornton Street, Ferndale, WA 98248
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Next, you will need to have a Web site
built. You can hire somebody to do this for
under $300 and can have a Web hosting
company host it for $10 to $20 a month.
Hosting is a term that we use to say somebody has the Web site on a computer that
somebody else can look at. Compare that
to the cost of a Yellow Pages advertisement
and think about the things that you can do!
It is really amazing.

Establish a Web
presence
One of the first things that you have to
do is get your own Web site. First, you will
need a name (called a 'url"). It should be
something like "company name. com ." You
can register a name at one of the bulk registration sites for as little as $12 per year.
(The highest price that I have ever seen is
$35 per year.) Reserve your name; if you
don't, somebody else might take it!
Go to a site such as www.internic.net to
see if your desired dot-com name is already
being used. This site will give you a listing of various dot-corn companies that will
allow you to register an unused domain
name. To register your name, go to
www.internic.net , click on the link for The
Accredited Registrar Directory, then go to
Alphabetical Listing by Company/Organization Name. You will get a list of about
80 different places where you can register
a name. Don't be afraid to have multiple
names - you can have eight or nine names
pointing to the same Web site. Put your
trademark services out there. Make it as
easy as possible for people to find you.

E-marketing
A lot of people talk about e-commerce;
e-business is a complete collection of all
the e-tools, and includes things like e-recruiting, e-commerce and e-selling.
E-business allows us to work and compete
in the global economy. Distributors of arborist supplies and equipment need to be
worried about competitors — whom you
might not even know - from the Pacific
Rim or Eastern Europe are going to start
advertising about their products. They are
going to offer them your markup. What
happens to loyalty when somebody tells
them that they will give them 25 percent
off? It can go right out the window.
Figure out how to use some of these e-

business tools so you can keep your customers buying from you. E-commerce can
reduce your cost of being in business and
allow you to offer customers a better deal.
For working arborists who buy supplies,
be careful about deals that are too good to
be true. Just because something is advertised on the Internet doesn't mean that you
can believe it.
In e-business, there are a number of areas that are very important. The first and
probably most important area for everybody in this room is e-marketing.
E-marketing isn't getting out there and taking an order; it's getting out there and
having people find out who you are. It's
getting out there and telling your customers what you can do.

E-selling
Besides e-marketing, there is also e-selling. E-selling is part of e-commerce.
E-selling is bringing someone up to the
point of wanting to buy. For example, let's
say that there was a bad storm in an area,
and a lot of trees need to be cleared and
taken down. E-selling would allow you to
have an area on your Web site where your
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What is the big difference? If you want
to buy chemicals for the next planting season, or if you want to buy a lot of plants,
you're not going to go to a catalog and
click on a hundred different items. The
business to consumer model is not going
to work when you're buying many of items
from distributors. What you want to ask is
for your distributor to give you a way that
your computer program to hook into their
computer program so that you can do the
order entry once.
One other thing that is very important
about c-commerce is that it does not require the Internet. A lot of people think that
because you're on the Internet, you're doing c-commerce. There are a lot of people
on the Internet that are doing only c-marketing and c-selling. They do not do any
c-commerce at all. There are people who
are not on the Internet that are doing ecommerce. There are other technologies for example, fax technology. I can take a
fax, have a standard order sheet, and can
give that to my assistant. He can order
products for me by filling in the little
circles on the sheet and sending it by fax
as an electronic order into my system. I
don't have to do any re-keying.

potential customers can come in and type
in what kind of tree they need removed
with approximate girth and height. They
receive a reply with an approximate bid
and can schedule a time for you to come
out and remove the tree.
Every arborist has a story about wasted
time running out to a potential client's
house to give a bid. When you arrive,
someone else is already there. With c-selling, you can visit hundreds of people every
hour online. You can tell everybody what
you can do, how you do it, and what the
rules are, and you can make a schedule.
Once you build the schedule, you can adjust it for when crews will be in certain
neighborhoods. You can even advertise
which neighborhood you will be in so that
people can think about having you visit
their property. The Internet is beginning
to be the first place people look for services. It beats the Yellow Pages and it's a
lot cheaper too.

E-commerce
The third part of c-business is c-commerce. There are two kinds of
c-commerce: business to consumer and
business to business. Business to consumer
is when you want to sell something - for
example, you might sell tree care, such as
a removal or designing a complete landscape. Business to business, on the other
hand, is when you buy from distributors.

The Internet
At the center of this mix is the Internet.
There was a quote that AT&T made in
describing the Internet that I think is worth

CD catalogs
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repeating. They said, "It's not about technology, it's a new dial tone." Think about
that. Everybody is on the Internet. Your
future customer base is on the Internet. If
you're not there, you are invisible.
There are many things that people do on
the Internet. For about $100 you can buy a
black-and-white television camera that will
hook into your computer. Think about being able to take a portable computer, your
connection to the telephone line and the
Internet out to your shop and being able to
call up the manufacturer or service center
and asking them to help you repair a piece
of equipment. You point the camera at a
certain part and technicians can look at it
and give you instructions. You can have
an expert on that piece of equipment half
a world away walking you through the repair so that you can get it back to the field
quickly. That is money in your pocket.
The Internet will help you be in business. Research and learn about your
competition. Get online and see what they
are doing. Most of you work in a local area.
Your competitors might have little
counters on the bottom of a lot of their
pages. When you see your competitor put
an advertisement in the paper, go out and
watch what happens to the counter at the
bottom of their Web site. If that starts to
go crazy, then you know the advertisement
worked. You can advertise in the same
place. If the number doesn't change, you
know that you don't want to advertise
where they did. Let them spend the money,
while you learn from it. Don't put the number on the Web site pages. It is private and
competitive information that will help you
run your business better. It is not information that you want to give out.

TREE CARE INDUSTRY - MAY 2001

Distributors often offer catalogs online.
Every once in a while, however, the
Internet is slow or a customer can't get onto
the Internet because the line is busy. Give
your customer a catalog on CD.
With CD catalogs, you list all the products and give your customer training on
how to use the products. Anybody providing any kind of chemical can have you
MSVS right in the CD-ROM catalog so he
has them on site. If you have equipment
that can cause serious injury, you can put
safety training on the CD. All of that can
be put onto a catalog that becomes part of
a CD that you can distribute to all of the
members of NAA.

CD business cards
Another new item out on CD is the CD
business card. There are CDs approximately the size of a business card. They
have the person's name, phone number and
address on the label, but are CDs you can
read on your computer's CD-ROM.
Those who do tree work can put samples
of their work on the CD. Include pictures
of a tree that you have brought down, or a
landscape project that you did from
scratch. You can give this to potential customers and let them see your portfolio.
CD business cards cost about $1 each.
Think about what a full color set of photos
costs! Then look at the ability to go around,
take digital pictures of work you have done
and put them on a CD business card. Hand
them out to customers for only $1 each.
This is another aspect of c-marketing. It
doesn't mean that you have to be on the
Internet; it means that you have to be able
to communicate with your clients.

it. If you're sending private notes that you
don't want anybody else to read, use encryption. You can buy or download free
encryption packages online.

CALL US FOR YOUR BEST
CHOICE OF PRE-OWNED
EQUIPMENT

1-800-597-8283

Conclusion
This whole idea of the Internet and ecommerce can be a little scary. My son,
who is now in his mid-20s, and all of his
Friends, went to school with laptop computers. He did his research on the Internet.
He transmitted his papers to the professor
without ever printing them out. If you want
to attract and keep the best and the brightest of the next generation, you had better
give them the tools that they are already
so good at using. If you don't, they will go
to your competitor or another industry. The
Internet is here to stay and it is changing
the way that we do things. This is not a
continuation of the past. There is a lot of
fun stuff out there, and it will help each
and every one of you stay in business if
you are just willing to try it.
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Privacy
Here are a couple of other things to think
about. There is no such thing as privacy
on the Internet. People can find out anything that you have sent to anybody. They
can take any material they want of yours.
The only way to protect yourself is by encrypting or encoding information SO that
only the people that you send it to can read
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management, which has appeared in major
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Trees & Utilities = MERIT
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aryland experienced significant bad weather in
1999.
In January of that year, a very localized but
devastating ice storm hit the area just northwest of
Washington, D.C. The following September, Hurricane Floyd

struck with a vengeance, but was particularly hard on Greater
Baltimore. Both of these storms left many subscribers without
utility services for an unusual amount of time for this area.
Following these events, the Maryland Public Service Commission began an investigation into the preparedness of
Maryland utilities to respond to major outages. Concurrently, the Governor's Task Force to Ensure Utility
Services was appointed and began its investigation. Both
bodies looked into a number of issues, including:
•reporting standards
• customer communication and assistance
• tree trimming
• coordination with emergency-management organizations
• inter-utility coordination
• undergrounding of transmission and distribution
• staffing
Some parties attempted to place significant blame on the

Former UAA President Rick Johnstone discusses
risk tree management.

Pruning Cuts: Thinning

Carbon path formation and how
trees cause outages were among
the presentation topics.

Are cuts that:

- Consist of removal of a lateral
branch at its point of origin, or
- Shortening to a lateral large
enough to assume the terminal
role

Participants were instructed in how to write ANSI
A300-compliant specifications for tree care.
36
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state's Roadside Tree and Tree Expert licensing laws in hopes that the political
pressure to find an answer to the outage
problem would result in relaxation or revocation of these laws. However, the
Maryland Public Service Commission
(PSC) found "no indication of pervasive
roadside tree interference on any utility
S ystern."
With tree laws intact and the utilities
facing a mandate for improved reliability, all parties were charged with moving
forward and improving the compatibility of gray and green infrastructure. The

commission directed electric utilities and
telephone companies, staff at the PSC,
and other interested parties to work with
the Maryland Department of Natural
Resources (DNR) to develop recommended modifications to the state's
policies and regulations to improve utility tree trimming and maintenance
programs within utility rights-of-way.
This led to the formation of the
MERTT (Maryland Electric Reliability
Tree Trimming) Council. This body is
composed of representatives from the
PSC, DNR, four investor-owned utilities

(Allegheny Power, BCE, Conectiv,
PEPCO), two co-ops (Choptank Electric,
SMECO), and the Maryland Department
of Planning (MDP). To date, MERTT
Council efforts have focused on three
areas:
Conducting a statewide series of
training sessions in an effort to establish
a common ground for tree trimming standards and procedures.
Evaluating adoption of IVM (Integrated Vegetation Management) to
manage succession for utility facilitycompatible species in certain areas.
Modifying planting specifications
noted in planning and zoning mechanisms to ensure planting of compatible
species beneath overhead facilities.

STUMP CUTTER
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Four training sessions took place in
January and February of 200 I, one each
in eastern, southern, central and western
Maryland. Each event was attended by
the utility foresters, utility arboriculture
contract personnel, and DNR personnel
that work in that area, as well as by PSC
and MDP representatives. A total of 119
people participated in the sessions. The
agenda for the sessions included: electrical system operation; safety (including
ANSI Z133.1-1994, and legal issues
such as trespass, easement rights, and
climbable trees); how trees cause outages; and vegetation management for
utilities (including proper pruning I ANSI
A300-1995, Maryland Roadside Tree
Law, Maryland Tree Expert Law] and
JVM).

Integrated vegetation
management

Watch for our NEW Revised Catalog
Fax 24 Hours
9161852-5800

MC/ ViSAI DISCOVER
accepted
We Ship UPS

Hours M-F

__________
_______________

7:3OAM-

5PM

WESTERN TREE EQUIPMENT & REPAIRS
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Though all utilities in Maryland share
similar vegetation management concerns
for distribution systems, program focus
varies across the state. For the two utilities in the predominantly urban area,
removal of overhangs is a major concern.
For the other four utilities where rural/
naturally regenerating areas predoni inate, managing succession is a larger
focus. The components of a successful

stations and in - road pavement sensors)

lation. Future scheduled
MERTT efforts include:
A pilot study (begin•
fling summer of 2001)
whereby utilities and DNR
personnel will use geographic
information system (GIS)

to facilitate better projections of when
ice glaze will begin to adhere to surfaces,
and other pre-storm preparations;
• A study (summer 2002) on lineclearance pruning practices (heading or
thinning cut) and results (including number and length of watersprouts).
MERTT members look forward to
working together to maintain and improve the compatibility of gray and green
infrastructure in Maryland.

maps and personal digital as-

sistants (PDAs) to exchange
information related to planfling and permit approval for
trimming of roadside trees for

program were presented, including integration of tools such as mowing, felling.
TGR's and herbicides. Results presented
showed succession arrested in the scrubshrub stage, with utility-compatible
dogwoods, mountain laurel and other
desirable species populating the distribu-

line clearance;
Technology transfer to
•
utilities of the State Highway
Administration's localized
weather data (via weather monitoring

tion corridor.
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The need for education on righttree/right-place issues is a major one
in this effort. The MI)P offered help
along two lines. By designating a certain amount of land area beneath
utility distribution corridors as "sensitive areas" (for example, all land
within 10 feet of either side of overhead utility lines), these areas would
be available for FEMA funds for prestorm hazard m itigation (removal of
inappropriate species and replacement
with appropriate species). Local planning and zoning agencies woLild also
then have to address planting of appropriate species in these corridors in
their master plans. The MDP is also
working on a planting guide for local
lu ri sdictions that would indicate iii liii
m u m d I s( a n cc s Ir oni overhead
facilities for various scale trees.
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keeping state government and electric
utilities working cooperatively to address environmental and electric
reliability concerns in the era of deregulicase eticle 71 un Reader Service
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ake a look at the average tree
care company today and there's
one thing you are likely to see:
Some - and in some cases most - of the
employees are from foreign countries. A
tight labor market is weighing down on
company owners looking for reliable,
quality workers, and more and more of
these owners are crossing borders to hire
workers desperate for wages and eager
to work hard.
The profiles of many of these foreign
workers are similar. Many of them are
from Spanish-speaking countries such as
Mexico, Columbia and Guatemala. Unable to find work in their own countries,
they seek work in the United States
where they can earn a decent wage to
send home to their families. Thankful for
the opportunity, these employees usually
have a solid work ethic and often prove
reliable. The employers, likewise, are
thankful for dedicated employees that
stick around.
Despite the mutually rewarding rela-

T
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tionship that can flourish between a foreign employee and a U.S. employer,
there are many obstacles and cultural
differences to overcome on the way. Any
employer who is considering or is in the
process of hiring foreign employees
needs to prepare for what lies ahead.
Many tree care company owners have
found great success in hiring workers
from other nations, but at the same time
are quick to caution that the cultural dif ferences must be handled up front and
with plenty of preparation.

Have a home for them
The No. I thing you will have to plan
for if you bring in foreign employees is
a place for them to live. Employers who
hire workers through an H-2B temporary
work visa program will have to have a
home for them and also transportation to
and from job sites. After that, take into
consideration other necessities. How will
they go grocery shopping'! Where will
they wash their clothes? Will they want
TREE CARE INDUSTRY - MAY 2001

to attend religious services'! Expect that
in the first few weeks they are here, you
could very well be the one bringing them
to the grocery store and helping them
figure out the bins system around town.
There may be co-workers who will be
able to help out new employees, but do
keep in mind that ultimately the responsibility is yours.
Ty Bewley, of Poor Boy Tree Service
in Fair Play, Mo., started hiring Hispanic
workers five years ago when the labor
shortage was leaving him with no other
option. Today, two-thirds of his
workforce hails from Mexico. As part of
a long process of hiring these workers
through the H-2B program, Bewley goes
to Mexico a few times each year to recruit employees he then brings to
Missouri. As a result, he must make sure
their basic needs - housing, transportation, health insurance, even adequate
clothing - are provided. "We do everything: we take them to and from the store
veryand Laundromat. You have to do every-
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thing for them (at first), or they won't
make it," Bewley says.
He even buys them winter coats. "They
come from a climate where the temperature is 55 to 75," Bewley points out. "Here,
it ranges from 10 below to 110. When you
bring them in, you have to remember they
don't have the proper clothes." Pick up
jackets and other appropriate clothing from
a thrift store or yard sale; these clothes can
be just as good as new, at a fraction of the
cost - and well worth the comfort they
bring the workers.

,Se habla Español?
The language barrier is perhaps one of
the most obvious obstacle to overcome, but
with a few resources, it can be easily surmountable. Spanish videos, tests and books
- available from the National Arborist
Association - have proven helpful to many
companies that hire Hispanic employees.
Doreen Orist, owner of Agape Tree Services in Mesa, Ariz., started hiring
Hispanic employees in 1994, after a new
mandatory drug testing policy resulted in
the termination of nine employees. Orist
turned to a local employment office in
Arizona for help with hiring, and two current Hispanic employees helped find her
connections. As a result, her field crew of
12 to 14 now includes 10 Hispanics.
Orist says she uses all available Spanish training materials, and in addition, has
also had all in-house business and office
forms (such as purchase requests) translated into Spanish. A bilingual office
assistant serves as translator, interpreter
and, on occasion, mediator when problems
arise, and bilingual employees are part of
the field crew. The key is to make sure
there is always in interpreter on hand,
wherever and whenever a situation may
arise where communication between cultures is necessary.
If you run a large company - Bewley,
for example, has about 80 workers who
head out to job sites in crews of two to
five - be mindful that each crew with
Spanish-speaking and English-speaking
workers has someone who is bilingual.
Bewley says it can be tricky to coordinate, but each of his crews always has a
leader who speaks English and a second
person who is bilingual. In fact, "If a
42

worker wants to be promoted, he has to
be bilingual," Bewley says.
Also look into ways of teaching English tonon-English speakers. Check
into conimunity ESL (English as a Second Language) classes. Many adult night
schools offer such classes for a low rate,
or even for free —and encourage your
native English speakers to pick up some
Spanish, even if it is just small talk, from
their new Hispanic co-workers.
Don't be afraid to take a more creative
approach, either. Jason Ebersold, of
Jason's Arborcare Service Inc. in West
Palm Beach, Fla., has found a novel approach to learning a new language. Every
month, his workers take the latest issue of
the NAA's training publication, The
Tree Worker and translate it into Spanish.
"We need to be getting bilingual,"
says Bewley. "Learn a little Espanol.
This isn't as easy as opening a pop-top
on a can of soup. All things that are good
take time. But like all good things, it is
well worth the effort."

Other cultural differences
Watch out for other misunderstandings between cultures. Different laws,
new customs
even different facial
expressions
can be misleading to a
person in a new country.
Orist, for example, discovered that
"Sometimes, when you give (Hispanic
employees) instructions or directions, they
think you are yelling at them, and they
become very closed.
They are very
proud; they get upset."
Bewley, too, recalls one time several
of his Mexican workers put their resources together and bought a car. One
person purchased car insurance and got
his license. Shortly after getting his license, he cancelled the car insurance, not
aware that car insurance is mandatory in
Missouri - after all, car insurance is not
mandatory in his native Mexico!
"We made them park their car until
they got insurance," says Bewley.
Constant communication and patience
can fix simple misunderstandings, but
keep your mind open to the notion that
things which seem normal to U.S.
Americans can have a whole different
meaning to those here for the first time.
...
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Stereotypes, alive and
scary
One of the most unpredictable - and
most difficult - issues you will have to
watch out for when taking on foreign
employees is prejudice. Prejudice can
rear its ugly head anywhere - among
your English-speaking workers; from
clients; even among the new workers
themselves. Know ahead of time where
you stand and what consequences you
are willing to live with as a result of other
people's prejudice. Will you be prepared
to walk away from a job because a client doesn't want foreigners working on
his or her lawn? Are you ready to handle
an irate racist with tongue-biting calm?
Racism varies by geography, but no
place in America is immune. "I live in
the Midwest, where prejudices runs rampant," says Bewley. "We got a lot of
rednecks here." He has had U.S. workers leave the company after refusing to
work with Mexicans; he's had utility
companies send away his Hispanic
crews. "The stereotype was terrible.
There's nothing wrong with (Mexicans)
just because they were born on the
'wrong' side of the border."
Orist, whose company does mainly
residential work, vividly recalls one particularly painful episode of
discrimination from a client: "One lady
who appeared particularly racist called
up, upset with having Hispanic employees working on her yard," Orist recounts.
"I actually took my crews off the job and
would not complete the work for her
because she just didn't want the Hispanic
workers in her yard."
"Some homeowners got very negative," she says. "There's a possibility we
lost some clients, but so be it. We had
men showing up for work every day,
wanting to work." Aside from costing the
company clients, such reactions also
have a negative effect on her workers.
"They were saddened. There is a loyalty
from the Hispanic workers; they are very
dedicated to you as an employer, and
they don't like to have problems."
Bewley says he has found the issue of
prejudice to be a "little bit of a rocky
road," but assures that as word of his
high-quality Hispanic crew spreads,

more utilities are becoming accepting of
having the Hispanic workers working on
their lines. His attitude toward intoler ance is simple: "We gotta be there
anyway. They'll just have to get over it."
Racism is not limited to clients of the
company it can also occur within the
ranks. Both Bewley and Orist admit they
have had U.S. workers leave when they
found out Hispanic workers were coming on hoard. In addition, On st has found
herself dealing with racial issues within
the Hispanic population at her company.
"In a sense, one of the biggest issues of
prejudice we faced was Hispanic against
the Hispanic. (One time), there was one
guy in the group they just didn't get
along with. It was just a personality
(Another time) we had a Puerto
thing.
Rican who did not get along with the
Mexican workers at all! They had
fistfights in the hack yard!"
In light of these problems, Onist teaches
her workers that they can't go it alone. If
...

an employee is doing something that is not
safe or incorrect, then fellow employees
need to show them how to do it the right
way. Emphasizing teamwork, Orist remains vigilant on any possible problems
that could be counterproductive.
Bewley holds a similar attitude, but
expresses it a little differently: "As long
as people don't cause problems, I don't
care if they're purple."

The big payoff
With all these considerations to take
into account, it may be easy to wonder
whether it is worth going through the red
tape and bilingual training of foreign
employees. If you are hurting for good
labor, however, the benefits of recruiting - and retaining - foreign workers
could far outweigh the costs.
"Employee shortages are definitely a
worldwide epidemic," Orist notes. Foreign workers at her company are skilled
laborers who want to work. She views
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them as loyal and dedicated. There is a
lack of young people in the United States
between the ages of 18 and 25 that want
to work at dragging brush, cleaning up
and sweating. U.S. workers, she says,
simply "don't want to climb trees and
feed chippers."
Bewley and Ebersold couldn't agree
more.
"In my area
most people are looking for a handout without putting any
effort to put into job," Ebersold says.
"Attitudes are poor. They are often absent, show up late, and are negligent."
In contrast, the Guatemalans and Mexicans that make up his 18 workers are
hard working, dedicated and on time.
"It's a challenge. . . . (hut) for me it is
worth it," says Bewley. "Without the
Hispanics, I wouldn't be working. It is
the wave of the future."
...
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A live oaks roots are cleanly exposed after root collar excavation.

Roots may be pruned with precision after air excavation.
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Air Excavation to Improve Tree Health
BY Dr. E. Thomas Sniilev
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oot collar excavation is a
ser-vice that is coming of
age in the tree care industry. It is well known that soil
aga in St the trunk and root collar of
trees often leads to decline, death
or pre mature failure, Also well
known is that too large a percentage of trees are planted too deeply.
In the past, the removal of soil
from the root collar has been a dirty
and difficult task. Even on small
trees, root collar excavation can reluire hours of work, mostly while
kneeling and bending over. Because
of the difficulty of performing root
collar excavations, they are often
overlooked or ignored.
The latest option for root collar
excavations is the use of high-pressure air. With the introduction of
highly efficient and effective air
excavation tools over the past few
years, everything has changed in
regards to root collar excavation.
Now small trees can be excavated
in a matter of Minutes with far less
effort than manual excavations.
Let's look at this service and see
how it is accomplished and how it
benefits trees. Start with the examination of the root collar of the tree.
If buttress roots are not visible, there
is usually a problem. Soil can hold a
large amount of water that, when in
contact with the trunk hark, can lead
to deterioration in the bark and infection by pathogenic fungi or
infestation by insects. Large amounts
of soil can actually girdle the tree by
limit ing the normal radial growth.
This "gird Ii ng soil" problem Occurs
more often in compacted sites but can
occur whenever the root collar is buried.
Research by the Bartlett Tree Research Laboratories following

1.1

simple: a large volume of high-pressure
air is directed through a valve to a nozzle
near the soil. High-pressure air penetrates the pores in the soil, separating
peds or larger clumps of soil and blowing them out of the work area. Roots are
left intact because they have much less
porosity than soil and therefore do not
allow the entrance of the air stream.
The nozzle is directed at an angle of 30
to 5() degrees from horizontal when conducting root collar excavation. This
quickly moves the soil out of the work area.
If hardpans are encountered, the nozzle is
aimed straight down for maximum cutting
ability. Working from the fractured edge
of an excavation is faster than restarting
an excavation. Since the air stream can easily throw rocks as well as soil, breakable
objects and people must be protected. On
highly manicured landscapes, soil can be
collected with a portable barrier and removed from the site.
Grass roots hold soil very tightly. If the
excavation area includes dense turf, plan

would start near the trunk using tools or
gloved hands, carefully moving the soil
from around the tree. Many likened this
to an archeological dig for buttress roots!
Once buttress roots were found, the radius of excavation would he enlarged to
ensure that the excavation would not rapidly fill in. Removing this soil and mulch
would allow the root collar area to dry
to a normal moisture level and reduce the
risk of infection or insect infestation.
Air excavation of root collars can be
much faster and cleaner than excavation
with hand tools. Time can he reduced by
30 percent to 70 percent. The amount of
damage to the trunk - associated with
damp bark and inexperienced technicians
- is reduced to practically nothing since
metal digging tools are no longer needed
to remove the soil. Bark is removed by air
only if it is dead or was severely damaged
prior to excavation. On some thin-barked
species, bark might be removed during the
period of rapid spring growth.
The principle of air excavation is

Hurricane Fran in September 1996 found
that about one-third of the trees in Raleigh, N.C., that had been uprooted by
the hurricane had root collar problems.
This compared to less than 10 percent of
the study trees that survived the winds.
This indicates that soil on the root collar
and its associated problems can predispose a tree to premature tree failure.
Root collar excavation can often reverse the decline symptoms seen in root
collar buried trees, as long as adventitious root growth has not occurred to
such an extent as to replace the original
root system of the tree, and as long as
disease and/or insects have not caused
major damage. The reversal in some genera of trees, such as pine, can be
dramatic, often seen within two or three
weeks of excavation.

How it works
Root collar excavations originally
were accomplished using trowels or
other small digging tools. The technician
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on greatly increasing the time required for
the job. Killing or removing grass ahead
of time is often a better option.
Extremely wet or dry soil can also
slow or stop an air excavation. Dry soil
is difficult to excavate and can create
large dust clouds, which spread to neighboring yards and generate complaints.
Make sure neighboring windows are
closed before starting any excavation,
even with moderately moist soil.
Once the root collar is excavated, potential girdling roots can easily he identified
and removed with a pruner or chisel. The
collar should he examined for the presence
of insect infestation or disease symptoms.
IF root decay is suspected, the newly exposed buttress roots can be sounded with
a mallet or probed with a drill to determine
if decay is excessive.

pending on the speed of excavation required and the ergonomics of the tool.
Speed of excavation is dependent on
the volume of air flow that the tool is
designed for and the design of the
nozzle. Nozzles designed for small
compressors will dig more slowly than
larger nozzles used with matching
compressors. In light soils, there is
little difference between excavation
tools rated for the same air volume. In

Selecting an air
excavation tool

heavy or compacted, soil the design of
the nozzle makes a much greater difference. Excavation rates of
well-designed nozzles are nearly

double those of other products.
Tool ergonomics are important if the
tools will be operated for long periods.
The valve should quickly shut off when
released and should be easy to open and
keep open. Lighter weight tools reduce
operator fatigue. Barrel length will determine the valve position and natural
angle at which the tool is held. If too
short, the tool will naturally be aimed at
too high of an angle; if too long, the op-

44 Excavation of a root collar to expose a tree's
buttress roots is a relatively new yet very important service that all arborisis could provide.
Excavation can greatly increase the life expectancy of trees and reduce their risk of

Air excavation tools are selected de-

erator with need to hold the valve high
or aim at too low of an angle.
As with all tools, the availability of replacement parts is critical. Most air tools
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17 Species of Mycorrhiza

have only a few parts that wear out or
break. The parts most susceptible to breakage are the air valve and the pressure
gauge. Most air excavators will function
adequately without the gauge, but a leaky
valve will result in unwanted blowing
when relocating or setting the tool down.
Valves need to be replaced as soon as leaks
start. Operating the tool with a worn-out
valve gasket could also result in permanent
damage to the valve seat.

Now inoculate more plants
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Safety
Personal protective equipment is essential for the operator of an air
excavator and anyone working with the
operator. The basic safety items are a
hard hat with a face shield, safety
glasses, coveralls and hearing protection.
Air excavators are very noisy, so mufftype hearing protectors and/or earplugs
are essential! They also throw soil in
unexpected directions with a great deal
of force. That is why the operator should
wear both a face shield and safety
glasses. The face shield will divert most
of the flying soil, although it is not unusual for some to find a way around the
shield. Glasses should prevent those soil
particles from ending up in the operator's
eyes. Other protective items that are a
good idea include a long-sleeved shirt or
coveralls, and a neck protector similar to
those used when spraying pesticides.
Fragile property near the excavation
site should be protected with tarps, or a
barrier should partially surround the
work site to reduce flying debris. The
barrier is a good way to collect soil from
the excavation. This is important if soil
is to be removed from the site.
Excavation of a root collar to expose a
tree's buttress roots is a relatively new yet
very important service that all arborists
could provide. Excavation can greatly increase the life expectancy of trees and
reduce their risk of failure. Root collar
excavations can be done manually using a
variety of hand tools or they can be done
with air excavation tools. Air excavators
are fast, but as with any power tool certain
safety precautions must be taken.
Dr. E. Thomas Smiley is a plant pathologist and soil scientist at the Bartlett
Tree Research Laboratory.
I(I

The Evolution of Air Tools
for Use in Arboriculture
BY Ri lw nil Nailienson and Andrew Jo rabak

A

ir excavation tools have become a practical reality
for use in arhoricultLire. Unlike other pieces of ex
cavation equipment, air tools have the advantage of
being able to dig around plant roots without damaging them.
They can also significantly reduce the time it takes to perform
such jobs as root collar excavations - while still providing a
high level of safety From damage to sensitive objects.
Like many other tools used in arboriculture, air excavation
tools have their history rooted in other industries. These tools
were originally developed to save money in the gas industry
by reducing pipe maintenance costs. They were then applied
to a variety of other jobs that require high rates of excavation
without disturbing surrounding objects such as cables, pipes
and tanks.
In recent years, air excavation tools that are powerful and
lightweight have been developed. Supersonic air jets allow the
tools to he used in almost all kinds of conditions, cutting the
soil like a laser without causing harm to surrounding plant roots
or pipes. Lightweight materials such as fiber glass and alti mi nuni are commonly used to
make the tools safer, easier to use, and capable
PROPERLY EXPANDED FLOW
of high productivity.

Brief history of safe
excavation

I Supersonic No]

I

t

TOO

UNDEREXPANDED
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su bsonic Nozzle]

Underground Services Inc. and Ford, Bacon & Davis pioneered digging and removing
material without shovels, blades or buckets in
the utility industry in the late 1950s. The
Supersonic Air
Subon.e Air
method was termed "vacuum excavation" for
Flow
Flow
[
the means used to remove the loosened soil
From the hole. Lach company developed and
Supersonic tic )W creates a more focused cutting jet.
used a truck-based rig For the job. In the mid1960s, the Brooklyn Union Gas Co. requested the Myers
creates mud, which is messy to clean up and tends to freeze in
Sherman Corp. build a special excavator based on its standard
winter. Later people began to use air by making a homemade
blowpipe, or air lance. These are typically just lengths of black
catch basin and manhole vacuum cleaning truck. The obvious
advantage was avoiding damage to underground utilities, while
iron pipe with a hall valve and a reduced pipe nipple for a tip.
the downside was a slower excavation speed than that of a typiAlthough an air lance is cheap to make, it does not turn the
cal hackhoe. Used primarily for small potholes, these units
energy of compressed air into digging power very efficiently.
Today, air/vacuum excavation is commonly used in the utilcould average an excavation rate of about 1.5 cubic Feet per
minute, based on early tests by the Brooklyn Union Gas Co.
ity and industrial industries, on any given street corner in the
Early vacuum excavation units used either water (descended
United States, one might spot a vacuum excavation truck perfrom equipment used to clean municipal sewers) or air for exforming routine jobs such as line location or pipe and cable
cavation. Water has advantages for extremely hard soil, but it
repairs, with excavations done with air.
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The advent of
supersonic air jets
A much more efficient way to turn
compressed air into a digging tool is
to use a supersonic nozzle. Although
supersonic nozzles have been built for
rocket engines for many years, air jet
excavation nozzles are different. Unlike propulsion nozzles, the energy to
accelerate the air comes from the release of its compression rather than
from the combustion of a fuel. Because
of its small size, particular attention
must be paid to the nozzle profile in
order to create true supersonic flow.
Special tooling and computer-aided
machining is then used to machine the
profile into a nozzle.
Compared to an air lance, a tool with
a supersonic nozzle has many important advantages. Compressed air
exiting from a simple hole expands

Figure 1

-

Flow
(Scfm)

Pressure
(Psig)

Dry sand
1/2 tsf, 2700 1b/yd 3

25

90

0.9

60

90

1.1

-

0.4

-

0.7

-

60

135

1.3

150

90

1.8

1.2

225

90

2.3

1.7

-

0.8

This table shows the effect of soil strength, air tool pressure and flow on soil
excavation rates.

suddenly to atmosphere in an unfocused manner, like a blossoming
flower. Air exiting from a properly
designed supersonic nozzle, on the
other hand, maintains its focus like a
laser beam. In practical terms, this

Please
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5 tsf, 3100 1b/yd3
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means that a supersonic jet can do
more work, move more material, and
dig harder soils for a given size of
compressor.
Figure 1 shows the effect of nozzle
airflow and pressure on excavation

rate for a properly designed supersonic
nozzle. Increasing air flow and pressure both increase excavation rate,
although by different amounts. Doubling the airflow (scfm) increases
excavation about 170 percent, while
doubling the pressure (psig) increases
excavation by about 145 percent. Increasing pressure also has an
additional effect of allowing harder
soils to he excavated. From a practical perspective, increasing airflow is
easier than increasing pressure. Standard industrial portable air
compressors are readily available in
many air flow sizes including, 125,
175, 250, 375, 450 and even up to
1200 scfm. The standard pressure is
generally 100 psig, although highpressure units up to ISO psig are
available in certain sizes from various
maini facturers. Typical excavation
rates for a supersonic air tool can ex-

ceed I cubic foot per minute, depending on the soil removal method.
Figure 1 also shows the effect of soil
strength on excavation rate. Soil strength
is typically measured in tons per square
foot (tsf) using a pocket or cone penetrometer. It depends on many factors,
including soil type and moisture content.
Soft clays may have strengths under I tsf,
while hard clays may range above 4 tsf.
Doubling the soil strength reduces the
excavation rate by about 45 percent. A
properly designed supersonic nozzle is
effective at 90 psig in dealing with clay
soils up to 5 to 10 tsf, which is typical of
most soils in the United States. Higherpressure supersonic air tools have been
used to excavate soils with strengths over
10 tsf.

• Effectively penetrate and dislodge
most types of soil, but are harmless to
non-porous items;
• Are many times faster than hand
excavation and can excavate rocky types
of soils where a shovel cannot be used;
• Are powered by a standard portable
air compressor readily available either
through purchase or rental;
• Can be sized for different air flow
rates depending on the excavation rate
required;
• Deliver several times more force per
unit area to the soil than a conventional
air lance;
• Can be used in multiples for larger
excavations;
• Can even be used to dig up items as
sensitive as plant and tree roots.

Summary

Richard Nathenson is president and
Andrew Jarabak is marketing director/or
Concept Engineering Group, Inc.
TC1

The tree care industry can take advantage of air tools. These tools:

OK
pot
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He

prides himself on your success.
Providing you With:
• Fast Reliable Service
• The Right Tools for the Job
• Expert Advice
• A Great (Free!) Catalog
• Professional Tools for the Tree-Care Industry:
Hand Tools to Climbing Gear, Pruning Supplies
to the Latest Diagnostic Equipment.

Call NOW! 800-441-8381
or fax: 8884418382

Dick Miller knows that having
the right tools for the tight lot
can make all the difference.
Please circle 5 on Reader Service Card
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A Wage & Hour Law Primer
By Brian Farrington

T

he Fair Labor Standards Act
(FLSA) applies to almost all em
ployers in the tree care industry.
It establishes standards in tour areas:
•minimum wage
• overtime
• record keeping
• child labor
The act is enforced by the U.S. Department of Labor's Wage and Hour Division,
which conducts thorough investigations
through it compliance officers.

Your company may be subject to this
law either onan enterprise oranindividual
basis. Enterprise basis means that you
gross $500,000 per year. It is possible that
the employees of a small business that does
not gross $500,000 per year are not subject to the law.
Any employee that is engaged in interstate commerce, or the production of
goods for interstate commerce, is subject
to the law on a workweek basis. If you
have employees trimming trees on a

road, that is considered interstate cornmerce because you are dealing with a
branch of commerce. Landscape contractors that do construction are
automatically considered covered by the
law. A very small business that does
strictly intrastate work and does not work
around instrumentalities of interstate
commerce such as airports or highways
might not be subject to the law. Other
than that, everybody in the country is
covered.
-

-

What kind of records do you have to keep under the Fair La
bor Standards Act? An accurate daily and weekly record of hours
worked is critical. Every employee in the company, except for
your bona fide salaried executive and administrative professionals, must have a time record. Every day and every week they
must record their hours. You are supposed to keep their basic
time and payroll records for three years. The actual time cards
need only be kept for two years.
There is no prescribed form of record; any kind of record that
contains the basic information is satisfactory. If you use time
cards, be careful about long punching. If an employee comes in
at 7, punches in and drinks coffee until 7:30 when he supposed
to start work, you do not have to pay
for time that is on the time card if it
is not working time. But in reality,
I
what happens'? These employees
punch in early every day, and then
you happen to have to fire one of
those employees. They get angry and decide to report you to the
Labor Department. They tell the Labor Department that you made
him come into work early and didn't pay him for all the hours. The
investigator comes out and starts to look through the time cards and
it is right on the cards that the workers punched in, but were not
paid. You can not argue against your own time records. Wherever
possible, you want to control those time cards. You want to be sure
that those employees only punch in shortly before they actually go
to work.

-

I
VV6,v~
This is Part II qia two-part series on labor

focused

laws. Part I, which

on the minimum wage

and overtime, was published in
the April issue of TCI. The inftrination presented here is not
intended as legal advice.
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Working hours
What constitutes working time'? Working time that you have to
pay for is defined to include three different types of time:
All time. All time is when the employee is required to be on the
employer's premises. All time is when the employee is required to
be at a prescribed work site, and any time the employee spends in
activities that benefit the employer. Basically this means that if the
TREE CARE INDUSTRY MAY 2001
-

employee works unauthorized overtime,
it is still considered to benefit you as the
employer, and even though you may
have a policy that says no unauthorized
overtime, you still have to pay it. If you
tell an employee not to work overtime
this week without permission and she
works it anyway, you might fire her for
insubordination, but you still have to pay
her overtime as she walks out the door.
Common hours. Meals are not required by the FLSA. Some states require
lunches. The federal government says
that if you give employees a lunch, you
do not have to pay for it, provided it is
long enough to consume a meal, and
could otherwise be used for personal
activities. Typically it is for 30 minutes
of uninterrupted relief from duty. Breaks
are not required, but if you give them,
treat them as working time.
Waiting time. If an employee has to
wait around for something to happen, do
You have to pay for it! It depends, says
the Supreme Court, on whether they have
been engaged to wait, or if they are wait-

ing to be engaged. Let's use an example.
I am a truck unloader. I am supposed to
go to work at 8. 1 show up at 8, and the
truck is not there. My boss comes to me
and tells me that my truck has been delayed and will be in at 9. He tells me that
I am free to go where I want to and to do
whatever I want until 9. 1 decide that I'll
just wait in the break room. My boss does
not have to pay me. He gave me the time
free. I was waiting to be engaged. On the
other hand, if I show tip at 8 and my boss
asks me to just hang around until the
truck comes in, he has to pay me. I am
engaged to wait.

Compensable travel time
Let's talk about compensable travel
time. Home-to-work and work-to-home
travel is not working time. Travel between job sites, however, is working
time. Driving home in the company vehicle is also not working time.
Let's look at a different example that
is common in the tree industry - a oneday assignment to another city where the

employee does not spend a night away
from home. He drives three hours from
home to a conference or a one-day pruning job and drives three hours back. All
of this time is working time. When employees drive outside the normal
commuting area to a job site, then all
travel time is compensable, as long as
they do not spend the night. If he spends
the night, a strange rule kicks in.
Look at the employee's normal working time - say 9 to 5 - and count any travel
as a passenger before 9 or after 5 as nonworking time. The travel between those
hours is working time, even on Saturday
or Sunday, even if the employee does not
normally work those days. For example,
an employee could get on an airplane at 3
p.m. At 5 p.m., in mid-air, the employee
"punches out." He continues the rest of the
trip off the clock. The law says that driv ing from home to a city outside a normal
commuting area and back is all compensable. The law says that flying overnight is
only compensable between normal working hours.

BLACK-MAX 112" Climbing Rope
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www.baileys-onhine.com

I(,-'.Ir,,,i,I braided
poll/ester construction
with iiilou ('ore.

Call for our LL 2001
116 Page Full-Color
Master Catalog!

This 16-strand braided rope is the latest climbing line available from Bailey's.
Construction includes a flexible Polyester cover with a low stretch Nylon core.
This rope remains firm, yet flexible and has great knot holding qualities. Try a
hank and see why it is quickly becoming our best selling climbing line. Weight
.069 lbs per foot. Average breaking strength 7,000 lbs. Made in
WILD
the U.S.A. Mention "Source Code TL2J" and get these great
prices below.
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World's Largest Mail Order
Woodsman Supplies Company
Selling at Discounted Prices
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Item No.
12BM 120
12BM 150
12BM 600
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1/2" Black-Max 120ft Hank
1/2" Black-Max 150ft Hank
1/2" Black-Max 600ft Reel

Offer good through May 3 1st, 2001
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.................... ea. $77.95
.................... ea. $289.95
Source: TL2J
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On-call time
If employees carry a pager, on-call
time is typically not working time unless
it is terribly restrictive. Reporting time,
whether they have to wear a uniform, and
whether they carry a pager or wait by the
phone all determine how restricted the
on-call employee is. You want your oncall employees to be free to travel within
the pager area and report within 30 minutes in normal clothing.

Child labor

Everybody knows that there are two types
For child labor
I,irFtrl ,irr1
irki U,i irki
f
I
emp1oy
WWO - L1I..4lIL1 4I ILl I II.JUIIy. I RJUII
Oi
purposes, you become an adult at age
people 9E f overtime, and salaried do not.
18. At 16 and 17,
However, ust putting somebody on salary
there are 17 occupa,
uOeS flOi fl iake him or her exempt. I can put
are
tions
that
the janitor on salary and call him the presiconsidered hazardous, including tree
dent, but is long as he is sweeping the floor,
care, and nobody unhe is not e: xempt... . They have to be deck
der 18 can do those
sion-makir ig people and they can't just be
things. Your liability
deciding vhen to go to lunch.
insurance carrier and
your workers compensation carriers
don't want you to be
hiring people 18 or
Under private litigation, employees can
under anyway. At 14 and 15, if you hire
sue you for back pay, damages for three
kids for the summer, there are very seriyears, and attorney's fees. The federal
ous restrictions. Fourteen- and
government can also add a civil money
15-year-olds can't work off the ground
penalty for up to $1,000 per employee
on ladders or scaffolds; they can't oper on violations of minimum wage and
ate any power equipment, including lawn
overtime; that threat is usually made as
mowers and weed eaters. There are hours
leverage in investigations.
and time standards as well. Under 14,
they cannot work at all. There are fines
of up to $10,000 per minor for child violations.
There is a parental exemption, which
applies only if you are the sole employer
Everybody knows that there are two
of your child (meaning you are the 100
types of employees - salaried and hourly.
percent stockholder of the corporation),
Hourly people get overtime, and salaried
or you and your spouse together are the
do not. However, just putting somebody
100 percent stockholders, or it is a sole
on salary does not make him or her exproprietorship and you are the propriempt. I can put the janitor on salary and
etor. Second, the parental exemption
call him the president, but as long as he
does not exempt you from the hazardous
is sweeping the floor, he is not exempt.
occupations orders. Child labor laws
I can put my secretary on salary, call her
vary somewhat from state to state. Check
the office manager, but if her duties are
with your state's Department of Labor
primarily typing, filing and bookkeepfor specific child labor regulations or
ing, she is not exempt. In order to be
exceptions.
exempt, employees have to meet some
tests for each category.
A salary basis is a predetermined
amount
of money, calculated weekly or
Investigations are typically done after
less
frequently.
You can pay a guarana complaint. There are four parts and an
teed
salary,
plus
a
bonus, but at least part
opening conference. Investigators go
of
their
money
has
got to come from a
back two years on your records. They
salary.
You
cannot
vary
their salary acinterview your employees. They hold a
cording
to
the
quality
and
quantity of
final conference and tell you how much
work.
Incentives
or
bonuses
can vary.
money you owe. You can negotiate with
The core portion of the salary compenthem, and if you don't like the deal, you
can ask for a second level conference
sation stays the same.
with the boss. If you don't cut a deal,
Can you document exempt employees
they can sue you for back wages for two
for absences? If the absence is occayears and damages equal to the back
sioned by the employer or the operating
wages. If the violation is willful, they can
requirements of the business, you have
get the court to go three years on the statto pay your salaried employees - unless
ute of limitations with an injunction.
they miss a full week at a time. If bad
-

'

There no need to find yourself up in
the air,trying to decide which pruner
pole gives you the best performance
and the best value. Simply choose
between either of our two fiberglass
poles. Both are lightweight, meet OSHA
safety standards and, with the addition
of Keviar, their unequaled strength to
weight ratio is even better than before.
We offer a complete line of pruning
and sawing heads, and
adapters too. In short,
Jameson not only
performs beautifully
over head, it
,
provides lasting
..c.
value that makes
your bottom line look good too

Salaried exempt
employees

Investigations

Please circle 40 on Reader Service Card
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weather shuts you down for part of the
week, your exempt people draw their full
paycheck unless they miss the entire
week. That includes jury duty, witness
duty and military duty - even though you
are not responsible for it. It also includes
disciplinary suspensions of less than a
week at a time.

The first category of exempt employees is executives. This includes all
supervisors and managers, such as foremen and crew leaders who direct the
work of other people. Their primary duty
must be management over 50 percent of
the employee's time. If someone spends
over half her time in management, she

CHIPPER KNIVES
BUY 10 GET 2 FREE * FOR ALL MAKES AND MODELS

LL2
;

12/ x 31/2 X /8 $34.50
8X3 1 /2 X
$28.95

7 1 /4x4x/: $24.50

12 x3

$22.95

FAST DELIVERY

(800) 221-5452

THE

TOOL Co INC.

THE

TOOL CO INC.
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• 628 North Portland Street .
Ridgeville, IN 47380 *1-800-856-2064

Lewis Utility Truck Sales, Inc.

AAirport Pickup eflelivery Available 4Competitive Financing
*P.M. Maint. Completed *D.O.T. Cert. Dielectric Testing
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\It 2.. 1st L .,i
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is a manager. If she spends over half of
her time working alongside the crew, she
is a non-exempt employee. This is great
danger for the owners of tree care cornpanies. The purpose of the primary duty
test is to knock out the working foremen.
If you have an employee that is in charge
of a two- or three-man crew, and he supervises, hires and fires them, but then
spends most of his time working right
alongside them, then he is not exempt.
The second test is the two-employee
test. You can't be exempt as a supervisor unless you have a minimum of two
people reporting to you.
Administrative employees. This is your
office staff. Their primary duty is the same
as the executive with over half of their time
in office or doing non-manual work. They
have to be decision-making people - and
they can't just be deciding when to go to
lunch. They have to be making decisions
that are important to your business and
are administrative in character rather
than in production or sales. They also
have to exercise discretion and judgment. The people doing payables,
receivables, payroll, bank reconciliations
and general ledger work are not exempt.
Those office people get overtime if they
work it. They track their hours and they
get overtime.
Professional. We mean degreed professionals in recognized learned
professions. We are normally talking
about lawyers, doctors, accountants and
engineers.
Outside sales people. Their primary
duty is making sales or obtaining contracts for services away from the
employer's place of business. If you have
people that go out and call on companies
and people, away from your place of
business, they can be exempt, but not if
they are doing it over the phone. It has
to be outside sales. There is no salary or
compensation requirement of any kind
for outside sales people.
Brian Farrington spent 12 years with the
United States Department of Libor Wage
and Hour Division, where he supervised
close to 5,000 investigations. An attorney, he
is president of Harry Weisbraud Associates.
He is also the author of Wage Hour Compliance, published in 1995, by Gorman and
Lamont. This article was excerpted and
adapted from a lecture at TCI 2000. Part I
of Farrington 's presentation appeared in the
ITC1
April issue of TCI.
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Whoopie Do and Whoopie Don't!
By: Jeffrey Lee, Branch Management, Riverside, CA (909) 276-8060
Sponsored by The Bishop Company for the advancement of our industry.

Big Al Fontaine and his Number I man,
Max Bunyan, know that the preparation
for any big rigging operation begins the
day before. With that in mind, Al and Max
huddled their trusty crew together to for inulate a game plan
to remove the
liumongous old
sycamore from the
Widow Carter's
hack yard. All
agreed that the
operation would
require the use of'
all the latest
"riggin' fixens"
Max and Al could
muster from their
"Rig .41 Fontaine
equipment arsenal.

Whoople Do!
• Works well as an anchor for friction
devices when lowering those huge
"biscuits."
• Easy-to-adjust length that eliminates
the need for several different-sized
slings.
• Adjustability enables you to fine-tune
the amount of slack in the anchoring
point.
• Has UV protection.
• Has a protective property so water will
not damage it.
• Can withstand weight/loading appro-

t

Max pulled out a series of pulleys,
ropes, carabiners, ascenders, friction devices and slings. Then more slings, eyeto-eye, D-to-D, little ones, big ones, fat
ones, and skinny ones. Color-coded
slings, slings for lowering, and ones
for anchoring, and even a couple of
homemade gems. Finally, lie dug deep into
the bottomless pit of his "sling-hag" and
Pulled out what he was looking for - a

priate to rigging.

(('liecA /,/a/m/afwe/

/(( 0//I mem/al/on).

• Anchors the lower end of a speed line
when "under tree" hazards need to he
avoided.
• Adjusts without mechanical devices.
• Meets ANSI requirements.
• Must be replaced when damaged.
But, remember, there is no single answer
to all challenges in the tree biz. There are
some things that Whoopie DOESN'T do.

• Work as a lanyard for climbing.
• Replace the fall restraint in the aerial lift.
• Sop up oil, gas or other unidentifiable
liquids from tool bins and truck beds.
• Dry out properly when stored in a
lightly rolled ball inside an equipment bag.
• Replace experience and proper training in rigging operations.
• Attach to tree stumps so you can use
a truck to yank them out.
• Last forever.
• Most importantly, Whoopie doesn't relieve us from inspecting all of our
equipment prior to each use.
Max and his crew have the equipment,
training, and
experience it
takes to "rig"
the Widow's
tree down, and
the game plan
that will make it
work. Regardless of what
slings your
crew decides to
U5C,
proper
training
and
"Wax Bunyan"
experience are
required
to
ensure a safe operation. Be sure that all
elements meet the ANSI standards.

Whoopie Don't!

Whoopie-Sling!

• Work as a "choker." Can't be used in a
"skid line."

frVhoopk y JVèw EnghmdRope.._
These adjustable eye slings take the guess work out of choosing the right size sling. A whoopie sliiig
is a double eye sling with one fixed length eye and one adjustable length eye. TO use, simply adjust the
moveable eye, choke the sling around the tree by passing the fixed eye through the adjustable eye and
attach your hardware. Maiiuliictured by a name you can trust, New England Ropes uses 100%
polyester Nerex coated with bright orange urethane for
abrasion resistant while maintaining its flexibility. Nerex
is perfect for choke applications as its construction
..
provides good gripping properties.
Know your equipment's capacities. Each NLII
Whoopie sling is fagged with load capacities.

0I/,

584351

1i2"Whoopie2'to6'Range ...... S24.67ea.

5843520

5/8"Whoopie 25to6'Range.. $28.03 ea.
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To Order ('a/I...

Bishop Company
1-800-421-4833
24 hr. FAX: 562-698-2238
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584352010

&8"Whooçse2.5tol(Y Range . $36.07 ea.

584352010

314"Whoope3to6 Range ...... $33.40 ea.

584352010

3/4"Whooe3to10Range

$40.93 ea.

584352010

3/4"Whoopie31o14'Range

S44.47 ea.

FELLING

Tiny
Tim
Felling
Spotter

INSTRUCTIONS

Make one arm parallel to the ground.
Make the other am parallel to the tree.

No!
No!

Ar

Yes!

With pmbw. you can hit w9m
two feet on a My foot trea.

aul Carlin, owner of Tiny Tim
Tree Service in Illinois and an
Illinois-licensed tree expert who
studied engineering at Illinois Institute
of Technology, has invented the Tiny
Tim Felling Spotter for assisting arborists in safe felling operations.
A simple device, the Tiny Tim Felling Spotter accomplishes the grand
goal of determining whether a tree you
are about to fell will hit a structure. As
Carlin puts it: "My spotter is for the
average arborist who is wondering if
the tree he is about to cut will smash
the shed behind him. ... If you are pull-

Ham

11!

p

thee. St. we
(647) 390.7299
WW RU IREE SUPPI..Y I1310
ProS Ridge, IL 60098 Fae(647) 025

ii
ing a trunk down in tight quarters, and
you're just not quite sure if the top of
the trunk is going to miss a shed not
too far away, this felling spotter will
give you a genuine 'yes' or 'no'
To use the felling spotter, a tree
worker stands facing the tree, adjusts

Use for kilos, wood drying applications, greenhouses. p00k 01
homes,

the felling spotter, and uses sighting
techniques explained in the accompanying instructional video and sheets to
determine whether a tree targeted for
take-down will hit a designated structure.
As the accompanying photo shows,
the device itself is as simple as three
attached pieces of wood. Although he
has a patent for his device, what Carlin
is really selling isn't the spotter - it's
the video explaining how to use it.
Various devices, including Clinomclers and a Cross-Sight tool, have been
()ll the market for a while. Carlin
aims that with his device (and a little
practice) "on a 50-foot tree you can
come within one foot of the point you
riiark on the ground."
The spotter is 16 inches long. The
omplete package includes the felling
'potter, instructional video and three

Eliminate expensive scrap wood disposal costs.

lllsll'tlClK)ll.il

••
_ -_iT1Tr*L
•(((fl fiflUr UiflE)

'Mod into heat (((ff1 a Classic' outdoor wood furnace

• Heat multiple hullthrlgs and your domestic hot water.

sheds.

Sizes available for commercial and residential applications

Call today for a FREE brochure and dealer nearest you.
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((11/in at Tiny Tim Tree Service, 310
"usse, Suite 166, Park Ridge, IL
'()068; Phone: (847) 390-7299; Fax:
('47) 825-6047.
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outer covering - hence their name. The
covering may appear waxy, chalky or
powdery, depending on the species.
With literally hundreds of species of
scale known to exist in North America,
the insects are divided into "soft" and
"hard" types for classification purposes.
Since both categories have a hardened
outer cover, the terms "hard" and "soft"
are best used to distinguish between
scales that are attached to their outer
covering and those that are not.
Hard or armored scales live and feed
under a protective coating that is not
attached to the body. Hard scales include such pests as the San Jose scale,
the oyster shell scale, and the euonymus scale. The roughly 350 different
species of hard scale present in the
United States come in a variety of
shapes and are typically 1/16 to 1/8 of
an inch in size. Hard scales remain attached to the host when their
protective covering is pried away, and
do not produce honeydew.
Despite their name, soft scales are
not necessarily any softer than the hard
variety. Of the hundreds of soft-scale
species known in the United States, the
various cottony scales are probably the
most notoriously widespread. Some
species of soft scale may reach as
much as 1/2 inch in size, and all soft
scales conic off" in the shell" when the
insect is pried away from the host. Soft
scales are often attended to by ants,
which thrive on the sugar-rich honeydew soft scales produce. The sticky
honeydew can also lead to the presence of sooty mold on the host plant.
Regardless of the type or species,
the key to controlling scale is understanding its life cycle. Eggs are
typically laid beneath the protective
covering, and hatch in one week to one
month, depending on the species.
Newly hatched scales are known as
crawlers, and represent the mobile
phase of the scale life cycle. Crawlers
move about the plant looking for tender new growth, where they will attach
themselves, excrete a waxy covering,
and begin to feed. Both males and Females will molt as they grow, but only
the male will pupate, eventually

emerging as a tiny, gnat-like insect
that will fly off in search of females.

Recognizing scale
damage
Trees that have become infested
with scale can exhibit a variety of

r9

symptoms. Yellowing and stunting of
the leaves is common, and with some
leaf-feeding species yellow spots may
appear on the upper surface of the
leaves as a result of the insects feeding on the lower surface. Premature
leaf drop, twig dieback, and a generally unhealthy appearance may also

http.//www.northeastern arborist corn
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The Difference Between
Splendor And Splinters
LIGHTNING PROTECTION SYSTEMS FOR TREES
• More Profits
• Needed Service
• You Have Tools, Men
And Equipment
• Door Opener And
Sales Closer
• Present Customers Are
Qualified Prospects
• Minimum Investment
• Send For Free Tree Kit
• VHS-How To Install Tree

Systems ($14.95)

INDEPENDENT PROTECTION COMPANY, INC.
1603-09 SOUTH MAIN STREET. GOSHEN. INDIANA 46526
Web: www.ipclp.com E-mail: info@ipclp.com

(800) 860-8388
FAX

(219) 534-3719
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New technique
increases your revenue
without decreasing your
urban forest.
Customers will love
you because you saved
their trees.

r

No muss, no fuss
neat and clean operation.
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Know Your Trees Beiter
Examine roadside trees, trees in parks
and recreational areas,
wooden poles, forests, timber
structures such as bridges, framed
buildings and playground equipment.
Easily operated, light weight
and compact.

Phone/Fax: 888-514-8851
http://www.imlusa.com

E-Mail: sales@imlusa.com
IML Instrument Mechanic
Labor, Inc.
1950 Barrett Lakes Blvd. Suite 2212
Kennesaw, GA 30144
Free application video available

appear a s a result of scale infestations.
Like many other pests faced by the
arborist, scale may often weaken the host
tree, making it more susceptible to other
pests and diseases. Always check a scaleinfested tree for damage
caused by secondary pests
or pathogens.

Scales and
fertilization
When scales suck the
juices of the host tree, they
get plenty of sugars.
Scales take in so much
sugar, in fact, the excess
may be excreted in the
form of honeydew by soft
scale species. One important nutrient that is not as
easily available in tree fluids is nitrogen, and scale
have been shown to proliferate more readily on trees
that have a high nitrogen content. Landscape trees often receive an
over-abundance of nitrogen from excessive fertilization, which can lead to
extremely high populations of scale.
When scale is present, the tree care
worker should take care to avoid highnitrogen fertilizers, and should instead
apply slow-release fertilizers in low to
moderate amounts.

Control
Controlling scale is tough, no question about it. Adults are essentially
unaffected by sprays, thanks in part to
their hard outer covering, which makes
them especially threatening to the
health of the trees they affect. The key
to successful control is timing. An accurate identification of the scale
species can be used to determine the
general hatch dates for scale eggs, and
careful monitoring of the tree during
that period should reveal the point at
which crawlers begin to travel to new
feeding sites.
Spays should be applied during the
crawler phase when the scale population
is most susceptible. Insecticidal soaps,
dormant oils, malathion, sevin, and other

Please circle 36 on Reader Service Card
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Pine needle scale infestation
on Mugho pine.
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pesticides can be effective for scale control, as long as they are applied in the
right amounts at the right time. Parasitic
wasps and other beneficial insects have
also been used effectively against scale
in the crawler phase.
Since scale problems are most often
detected later in the year when the insects have already reached adulthood,
it is important to plan ahead for the
future crawler stage for best control.
Maintaining tree health by watering
and careful fertilization can help ensure the host tree's rapid recovery, and
heavily infested branches can often be
cut out and destroyed to help reduce
the scale population. Injection-type
pesticides have been shown to be ef fective with some scale insects as well.
Follow-up is extremely important
when dealing with scale insects. Once
scale problems are treated, populations
can recover quickly if the tree care
worker does not intervene. Setting up
a regular monitoring schedule for
scale-prone locations is probably one
of the most important steps in keeping
scale under control.
Dm 'Id
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The BEAST has become the most popular waste
uction machine on the market for so many reasons

1

operating costs

i. erigy efficient

•

Ease of transportation

•

Excellent mulch porducer

o 650 HP
-AM&M

IL

Reduces green waste, leaves, brush, stumps, whole trees,
pallets, C&D, railroad ties, new shingle waste, asphalt and
more to a consistent end product of
varying sizes and consistencies

•

Self-propelled unit
AWN111 011

St
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50 TRACK BANDIT
Towable or Self-Propelled
pacity chippers that will convert an
e tree to chips in under a minute.

I

(MODEL
Hand-Fed

'

-

Disc-style chippers in 6", 9", 12", 14" and 18"
diameter capacities are highly efficient and
- extremely versatile.
-

MEGABYIE
The ultimate stump and log shear attachment with a wide
97' opening and dual pivoting shear.

QD
Ccii for more information or to arrange a demonstration.

BANDIT INDUSTRIES, INC.__
6750 MILLBROOK ROAD • REMUS, Ml 49340
PHONE: (800) 952-0178 OR (517) 561-2270 FAX: (517) 561-2273
E-Mail: brushbandit@eclipsstel.com • Website: www.banditchippers.com
'
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May 1-3, 2001

May 13-15, 2001

June 23, 2001

Urban Wildlife Management Conference
Arbor Day Farm/
Lied Conference Center
Nebraska City, Neb.
Contact: (888) 448-7337
or www.arborday.org

Second International Symposium
on Coptotermes formosanus
Radisson Hotel
1500 Canal St.
New Orleans, La.
Contact: (504) 286-4452 or e-mail
alax@nola.srrc.usda.gov

N.J. Chapter of ISA

May 4-7, 2001
ISA Western Chapter
Annual Conference
DoubleTree Hotel &
Modesto Convention Center
Modesto, Calif.
Contact: Bob Tate (530) 892-1118 or
Ray Morneau (650) 964-7664

May 6-8, 2001
Southern Chapter of the ISA
"Tree Structure and Mechanics
How Trees Hold Together
And Fall Apart"
DeSoto Hilton, Savannah, Ga.
Contact: Dwayne Carter,
(336) 789-7766

May 7-18, 2001
Committee for the Advancement of
Arboriculture
Basic Tree Climbing School/Course
Thompson Park,
Lincroft, N.J.
Contact: (732) 431-7903

N.J. Tree Climbing Championship
Cadwalder Park
Trenton, N.J.
Contact: Steve Chisholm,
(732) 462-7278

June 23-26, 2001
May 15, 2001
National Arbor Day Foundation
Hazard Tree Workshops
Nashville, Tenn.
Contact: (888) 448-7337
or www.arborday.org

Trees Florida 2001
Innisbrook Resort
Tarpon Springs, Fla.
Contact: Sandy Temple,
(407) 872-1738
or www.floridaisa.org

May 16, 2001

June 28-July 1, 2001

Committee for the Advancement of
Arboriculture
Chain Saw Safety
Thompson Park
Lincroft, N.J.
Contact: David Shaw (732) 431-7903

European Arboricultural
Council Symposium
"The Importance of Tree Care
and the Role of the
European Tree Worker"
Pruhonice, near Prague, Czech Republic
Contact: jean@eventsrus.freeserve.co.uk
or www.eac-arboriculture.com

May 17, 2001
National Arbor Day Foundation
Hazard Tree Workshops
Morgantown, W.Va.
Contact: (888) 448-7337
or www.arborday.org

May 24, 2001

July 11, 2001
N.J. Chapter of ISA

N.J. Certified Tree Expert Exam
Rutgers University
New Brunswick, N.J.
Contact: John Perry (732) 833-0325

Atlanta, Ga.
Contact: Denise Kula (847) 639-2200
or www.utilitysafety.coiii

Seminar: "Ornamental Trees: Selecting, planting, moving and managing"
California State University, San Bernardino
Richard Nixon Library
1801 Yorba Linda Blvd.
Yorba Linda, Calif.
Contact: Karen Yates (909) 880-5977

May 11, 2001

June 3-5, 2001

July 16-17 1 2001

Committee for the Advancement of

Locally Led Conservation Efforts
Arbor Day Farm/
Lied Conference Center
Nebraska City, Neb.
Contact: (888) 448-7337
or www.arborday.org

PLCAA

May 8-10, 2001
Utility Safety Conference & Expo 2001

Arboriculture
Aerial Rescue and Electrical Hazard
Thompson Park
Lincroft, N.J.
Contact: David Shaw (732) 43 1-7903
64
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July 14, 2001
Michigan Forestry
& Park Association
Tree Identification Workshop

Michigan State University
Contact: (5 17) 482-5530

12th Annual Legislative Day on the Hill
and Cemetery Project
Washington, D.C.
Contact: PLCAA,
(800) 458-3466

July 18-22, 2091

August 12-15, 2001

September 12, 2001

Turfgrass Producers International
36th annual Summer Convention
and Field Day
Westin Harbour Castle
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Contact: TPI, (800) 405-8873

International Society of Arboriculture
ISA Milwaukee 2001
Conference & Trade Show
Midwest Express Center
Milwaukee, Wise.
Contact: (217) 355-9411

Michigan Forestry & Park Association
ISA Certification Exam
Multi Lakes Conservation Camp
Contact: (5 17) 482-5530

July 19-20, 2001

August 22, 2001

Dr. Alex Shigo
"The Mission: Better Tree Care through
Better Understanding of Tree Life"
Portsmouth, N.H.
Contact: Jeff Ott, (800) 841-2498

National Arbor Day Foundation
Trees and Utilities seminar
Alexandria, La.
Contact: (888) 448-7337
or www.arhorday.org

,July 20, 2001

September 11, 2001

Conference on Woody Plants
The Scott Arboretum
Swarthmore, Pa.
Contact: (6 10) 388- 1000, Ext. 507

Michigan Forestry & Park Association
Michigan Climbing Championship
Multi Lakes Conservation Camp
Contact: (517) 482-5530

July 26-27, 2001

September 11-12, 2001

Emerald Expo
Green Industry Trade Show & Semi iiar
Seattle, Wash.
Contact: Julie Ellenhorn, (877) (IREENSS

Michigan Forestry & Park Association
Ann ual Summer Meeting
Multi Lakes Conservation Camp
Contact: (5 17) 482-5530

November 1-3, 2001

National Arhorist Association
TCI EXPO 2001
Greater Columbus Convention Center
Columbus, Ohio
Contact: Carol Crossland, (800) 7332622: crossland @ natlarh.coni
November 9-13, 2001

PLCA A
22nd annual Green Industry
Conference at the Green Industry Expo
Tampa, Fla.
Contact: (800) 458-3466
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When there's a life on the line, don't mess with safety. Climbers
and ground workers depend on the ropes they use for their
well-being. Since 1967, New England Ropes has been pioneer ing in the design, manufacture, treatment and coating of all
types of Arborists' ropes.
Three-strand, double braid, 12 strand, 16 strand, wire core
fliplines, lanyards and Prusik Loops. Whatever you need to
get the job done, ask for New England Ropes by name.
411 made with your job and safety in mind.
For a Rope Specialist near you visit our website
www. neropes. com
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How to Create Display Ads That Sell
Br Phillip M. Perry
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at are the secret ingredients
for a newspaper display ad
that attracts customers and
boosts sales instead of just eroding your
bottom line? Start with a fresh message.
Add a dash of visual flair. Mix in a spicy
headline. Bring it all to a boil and you've
got the recipe for a display ad with peoplepulling power. Easier said than done, of
course. You need more than a simple forinula to cook up a successful ad. Indeed,

EVeryo,e .'ee4s 5ref free f*
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Find out what your customers want
Before you decide what to say in your advertising, you need to know what your
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Wisc.-based advertising consultant Sarah White, author of Do-it- Yourse/tAdL'ertising. White suggests answering some key questions about these customers. Then
interview them and see if their answers match yours. Once you understand your
customers, you can develop advertising that speaks to them and to others like them.
Here are some sample questions:
I. What benefit are they purchasing?
How frequently do they hire us?
What is the most important reason they hire you over the competition? What
are some additional reasons?
How is the market changing and how will this affect their buying decisions?
What would they like you to add to your mix of services?

How to pick an ad agency
Should you use an advertising agency? And if so, how do
you select one? If you are planning to increase your adver tising expenditures, it's wise to use an agency in order to get
advice on the best media, cost-saving tips and design considerations.
"Find someone who is willing to work with you based on
your size," recommends John Bonney, president of Huntington Advertising in Lisle, Ill. "If you are a small business you
won't get lots of attention from a big corporate agency."
Advertising is a service business, so you want an agency that

66

can invest the time in providing you the right service. Bonney
suggests asking agency candidates what they can offer you
in terms of:
• assistance in planning strategies,
• putting together programs to put your company out in
front of the pack,
• research programs to understand your customers.
How about creativity? "Ask 10 people and you will get 10
creative ideas for your ad campaign," admits Bonney. "But
it's service that is most important to your success."

TREE CARE INDUSTRY - MAY 2001

some tough questions are in order. Just
what message should your ad communicate'? How should you design the visual'?
And what should you say in the headline'?
We posed those questions to seven master
advertising chefs from around the country.
In this article, they share their secrets on
preparing display ads that fatten a business'
bottom line. With an eye toward improving your own display advertising, let's see
what they have to say.

From the University of California
Training Young
Trees for Structure
and Form
...

Developed for professionals,
'x
this video documents the
annual pruning response of various landscape
species over a 4-year period.Teaches you how to
train young trees using a 5-step process. Reduce
maintenance costs and greatly improve the safety,
appearance, and longevity of landscape trees
using this simple-to-learn and easy-to-implement
5-step process.

Communicate a simple
message
Resist the temptation to say too much
in one ad. While you naturally want to
tell all of the great things about your
company, you'll just muddy the waters.
You need to pick the one message that
attracts the most customers.
"Boil down your customer benefit to
one sentence," says Donn Resnick, president of D. H. Resnick Advertising in
Scottsdale, Ariz. What is good about
your company's service'? What is differcut'? What is the benefit to customers'?
It takes discipline to do this well. Too
many small business owners start from
the idea that they are placing an expensive ad, and they have a limited budget,
so therefore they try to put everything
into it.
"That's never a good idea," cautions
Tim Siedell, creative director of Ayres
Advertising and Marketing in Lincoln,
Neb. "People just can't remember it all."
There is a very real danger that they will
remember nothing about your ad. The
solution is to bite the bullet and nail
down one message. "Hand the public one
idea that it can hold onto, says Siedell.
"Sit down and decide - what is the one
thing I want people to come away with?
Focus on that."

Describe benefits, not
features

Recognizing
Tree Hazards:
A Photographic Guide
for Homeowners

'

V-99A

30 minutes

This best-selling
photographic color guide
illustrates seven of the most
common structural tree defects
that often lead to tree failure, 27
color photographs. Value pricing
and quantity discounts make this
publication an excellent customer
appreciation item. 1999.10 pp.

$50.00

21584

$4.00

Pests of Landscape Trees & Shrubs
An Integrated Pest Management Guide

'\

With over 15,000 copies sold, this is the ultimate guide for
landscapers and park managers. Includes more than 300 detailed
color photographs and 50 pages of tree and shrub pest tables that
.',A:.
make pest identification and control a snap. 1994. 336 pages.
..

'
•
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-

3359 ISBN 1-879906-18-X $35.00

Call 1-800-994-8849

Dept AR

http://anrcatalog.ucdavis.edu
University of California, Agriculture & Natural Resources
Please circle 80 on Reader Service Card
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Toll Free: 800-642-5438
Fax: 704-739-1401

rueco

Kings Mountain, NC 28086
www.trueco.com

"oft wind

1992 Ford Diesel 55

1991 Ford Diesel 55

1989 Ford Gas 55'

1989 IHC Diesel 70'

1986 IHC Diesel 55'

17

1989 Chev. Diesel 60'

"People don't buy electric drills, they
buy holes," quips Siedell. "You need to
translate your best features Into benefits
that the customer can relate to. Be aware
of the fact that you are communicating
to someone, and that someone has a point
105 CI cv. Sec Si iekS'
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FORESTRY BODY BUILDERS SINCE 1944
Capacity From 12-213 to 35 Cubic Yards!
STANDARD FEA TURES:I
• 60" in Height
• Double Panel Tailgate
• 3 Die-Formed Corrugations
in Front and Side Panels
• All Galvanneal Construction
• 40% More Welding for
Added Strength

• Quality Sherwin Williams Acrylic Finish
• High Security Lock Rods on Tool Box Doors
• Chassis Available. . . And More!
.

OPTIONS:
Removable Aluminum Roof • Dump-Thru Lift Gate
*Customized Heights • Extra Tool Boxes

5CH1WI/NP
885 Harmon Avenue, Columbus, OH 43223

Ca/I Mike Cassidy at:

1-800-288-0992
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Differentiate from the
competition
If you can't show how your tree care
company is different from others, you
might as well quit fighting your competition and sell out to them.
To isolate your unique advantage, Sarah White, author of Do-It-Yourself
Advertising, suggests you consider the
wants and needs of your best customer.
Then, let your ad describe how you
match those needs better than the competition. To stimulate ideas, consider
your own reactions as you review the ads
of your competitors. What do you offer
that they do not? There's the point you
have to drive home in your ads. Yet another approach is to survey your
customers on what they like most about
your services. Then design ads that reinforce these ideas.
Once you know what is really draw ing your customers away from the
competition, drive the points home in
your ads. This approach reinforces a key
point: not all winning bids are equal. The
better ones lead to additional sales down
the road. Avoid trying to make every
possible sale.
"You can't be all things to all people,
but you can be the vendor of choice for
some of them," says White.

Attract the eye with
graphics that echo the
message

11

When it comes to ads that work, the
eyes have it. "It's all in the picture," insists Resnick. "Studies show that people
look at the graphic first. Then they look
at the headline. And then they look for
the logo to see who has done the ad."
In your best ads, people get part of your
message from the picture, then get the rest

C.1
ictricin I Sen ices Inc.
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of view. Think from the point of view of
the person who is buying."
Here are some examples of translating
features into benefits. Change "the city's
most knowledgeable employees" to "experts who answer your questions." Instead
of "the lowest price in town" try "prices
that will save your household budget."
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of the message from the headline. Then

Use a snappy headline

they look for your logo and name to see

Since the headline is the second ele-

where they can enjoy this great benefit.

ment the reader sees, it should reinforce

"To me the best ads are the ones where you
have an interesting visual, and then the

understand the message of your ad, you
have failed."
Suppose your message is that you have
the only crane in the area for difficult

the graphic.
"The fastest way to communicate your

removals. Your graphic can include a

headline sends the visual into another di-

central selling idea is with a headline that

picture or silhouette. Your headline:

rection, says Siedell. "There's no magic

follows the visual," explains Dick

"Pick the experts that meet your needs."

formula to this," says Resnick. "It's all in-

Briner, executive creative director of

trinsic to your strategy and dependent on

Creative Alliance in Louisville, Ky. "If

your creative ability."

people have to read the body copy to

Have one dominant
element that attracts the
Some graphic element has to dominate
in the ad - the visual or the headline.
Avoid equal-sized visuals, headlines and
body copy, because the reader's eye
doesn't know where to go.
"Make sure you have a dominant eleiiient which is the first thing people see in
the ad, and that it tells people your primary
benefit," says Don Benton, president of
The Benton Group in Vancouver, Wash.
"You don't want people to see the name
of your business first."
Suppose your message is that you have
the most knowledgeable employees.
Maybe you show a photograph of an

Following studies which show that people look at the graphic
first, Bartlett has created an ad that will draw readers in.

employee helping a customer.

Smart Ad-Buying Tactics
Don't buy oversized ads
"Some people mistakenly believe that the bigger the ad the

"Consider especially the local entertainment listings and res-

more people will see it," says [)oil Benton, president of The
Benton Group in Vancouver, Wash. "That's not true. As it matter of fact, readership actually declines from a 3/4 page ad to a
full page ad, because there is no editorial copy to attract read-

taurant sections in these smaller papers, suggests Sarah White,
a Madison, Wisc., advertising consultant and author of Do-ItYourseitAdi'ertising. "People tend to save such sections and go
hack during the week for entertainment and leisure time events.

ers." Furthermore, says Benton, a 1/8-page ad can be as effective

So people will see your ad more than omice."

as a quarter-page or half-page one. Reason?
"Most folks that will take the time to read an ad in paper

Work out special deals

have already decided to buy something," he says. "It's pretty

"Negotiate for reader response cards, additional ads in

rare that a person breezes through the paper and sees an ad

a special issue, special position, and free color," says

that creates a desire to buy." Newspaper readers tend to look

White. "Smaller papers are often agreeable to negotiate
for it regular advertiser. Watch especially for special new
sections, as it's to a papers advantage to have those seetions filled with ads."

at every ad that addresses their current desires to buy. Exception: Size does matter if you are promoting a special sale
or seasonal service where you are looking to draw impulse
shoppers.

Put together a group buy
Look for good buys in weeklies and suburban papers

If your local paper is doing a spring home and garden sec-

While daily newspaper rates can he expensive in some metropolitan areas, don't let that discourage you. Keep an eye

tion, get together with similar but non-competing companies.

out for small weekly and suburban papers, where you can

You all decide to advertise in that special section, you might
he able to negotiate a lower price.

dominate in your field for a much smaller investment.

Find a landscape contractor, mulch provider or nursery. If
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Include color or white
space
Just as salt makes a recipe come alive,
so do color and white space add spice to
your display ad recipe. "Color is a big
plus factor," stresses John Bonney, president of Huntington Advertising in Lisle,
Ill. "It's been proven that a four-color ad

gets nine times the readability of a blackand-white one." Color is expensive, of
course, so you may want to opt for a twocolor production.
"Every color you add helps increase the
attraction of your ad," says Bonney. If you
don't want to invest in color, you can opt
for white space instead. It's the least expensive way to add a "second color" to a

I
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dynamic bracing system

• Easy to learn, simple to install • Dynamic, shock-absorbing system
• Grows with the tree • Easily adjusted, moved or removed
Extremely light • Installs in less time than steel systems
• Requires no drilling or leaving of metals into healthy wood
• Consistent tensile strength throughout, no weak link
• No power tools required • Made of durable, recyclable materials
Nonmetallic, nonconductive, non-reflective
Permits tree to grow its own support wood

1
www.wtsherrill.com
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New Companies Welcomed

Excellent Credit = High
(;dit Program

$ (.redit Decisions .rc Made At
Our Location

Quality
$ Skip and Seasonal Payment

Programs Available
$ Less Than

Perfect Credit =
Customized Structures Programs

$ Private Sellers Are Not \

Problem

Call today for a no obligation approval by phone!
Ask for Marcus or Brian
1-800-932-2274
www.cagcorp.com

We listen to our customer's story.
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newspaper page that is overwhelmingly
gray. White space commands attention.
And don't he afraid that the white space is
going to waste because you are not promoting your benefits in that area. You want
people to pay attention to your ad and get
the key point.
"People aren't interested in long
copy," argues Bonney. "It blends too
much with the editorial sections, and it
takes away from the message you are try ing to deliver." You can leverage the
white space by surrounding it with a
heavy border. "Make sure you use a solid
thick quarter-inch to half-inch black bor der around your ad," adds Benton. "It
will literally separate you from other
advertisers. Readers cannot turn the page
in the paper without such an ad catching
their eyes."

Select a typeface that
reinforces the message
If you look through a selection of
newspaper ads and pick out the ones that
stimulate you to take action, you will
most likely find they have used headline
typefaces appropriately. For each of your
own display ads, select a typeface that
reinforces your message. If your message is one of discounted prices, pick a
"stencil" typeface that communicates a
wholesale price look. If you are emphasizing elegance, then a tasteful typeface
such as Coronet is appropriate. Note that
these suggestions are for the headline,
not for the body text. Indeed, avoid a
junky look that can result when two typefaces clash. If you have an arresting
headline typeface, use a plain typeface
for your body copy. A good selection is
Helvetica.

End with a tagline that
calls the reader to action
What do you expect customers to do
when they see your ad? State this in your
tagline, which echoes the sale you are
making with your ad.
"A good tagline reinforces the buying
decision that readers presumably have
made," says Briner of Creative Alliance.
Some of these taglines for retailers have

become well known nationwide. Exaniples are "Come see the softer side of
Sears," and for Radio Shack, "You have
questions, we have answers." Here are
some ideas for taglines for service companies like tree care. For knowledgeable
employees: "Answers for your toughest
questions." For a staff that works together to solve customer problems: "Let
our team solve your problems."

Get More Information
Here are two books that will provide You with a running start in your race toward display ads that really sell:
Do-it- Yozi, -se/fAdverlising, by Sarah White and John Woods. Holbrook, Mass:
Adams Media. 1997. Price: $16.95. Smart design techniques and money-saving
tactics are hallmarks of this hook, which is directed toward small business owners. Includes illustrations of successful ads.
Guerrilla Advertising, by Jay Conrad Levinson. Boston: Houghton Mifflin. 1994.
Price: $1 3.00. Cost-effective tactics for small-business success. Topics include
focusing on your goals, and developing headlines, copy and graphics.

Develop an advertising
strategy
An advertisement is nothing more
than salesmanship," explains Steve
Holshorg, president of Westlake Adver tising Agency in Laguna Hills, Calif.
"And good salesmanship is the result of
careful planning." Holshorg suggests
taking the following steps when planning
Your own advertising strategy:
Analyze the market situation. What
is the competition doing'? Does it work'?
How can you stand out from the rest'?
Set advertising objectives. What do
you want the customer to do after seeing your ad'?
Set an advertising budget. Consider
different media and time periods.
Select the target audience. Direct
Your advertising to genuine prospects
who are interested in what you are selling.
Decide on a message. Your message
is the heart and soul of your advertisement. Be direct and emphasize benefits.
Media mix. Schedule media, time
and frequency. Repeating ads increases
awareness and recall of your message.
Evaluate results. Track how your
ads are selling by using dedicated coupons, department numbers, and phone
numbers, or simply ask your customers
what brought them to you.
Follow the recipe outlined in this article
for display ads that will draw customers to
you like hungry diners to a feast. "The only
reason to invest your hard-earned money
in advertising is to increase sales and prof its," says l-Iolshorg. "iii print media this is
accomplished by the perfect balance of
graphics, layout and design, all reinforcing the heart of the ad: the advertising
message."
TCI
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Commercial Wood Processing Equipment

1-800-340-4386

118 Spruce Street
Rutland, VT 05701
E-mail :twolf@ sover. net
www.timherwolfcorp.com
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NAA's New Chairman Stresses Safety
Mark J. Tobin, president 01 Hartney Greymont Inc., was selected as chairman of the Board of Directors for the National
A rhorist Association at the association's Winter Management
Conference in Florida. Tobin, who has been a member of the
boardfor eight years, previously served as vice chair and treasurer. Below are his priorities ftr the NAA in 2001.

4

'

*he NAA's new chairman, Mark
J. Tobin, trod a unique path to
his present position on the Board
of Directors.
His involvment with the NAA dates
back almost as far as his commitment to
commercial arboriculture. He first cleaned
up after a tree care job at the age of 17,
when "a company doing some work at my
parents' house ran late," he recalls. "I went
out and helped them clean up, rake and
chip. Three weeks later the guy called and
offered me a job."
Tobin liked tree work so much that
upon graduation from high school he
headed for The Stockbridge School at the
University of Massachusetts, a two-year
program in arboriculture. He stayed on
at the university, earning a bachelor's
degree in science. After a few years
working as a climber for Hartney
Greymont, Tobin returned to school for
a master's degree in urban forestry at
Michigan State.
The year was 1982, and Bob Felix of fered the young graduate an opportunity
to work for the NAA. Back then, the of fice was Bob and Pat Felix and not much
else.
"Bob's goddaughter was secretary. I
don't even think Pat was full-time then.
The three of us worked in Bob's converted
garage. He told me I'd have this terrific job
with the NAA. When I got there he didn't
have the money to pay me. I worked 20
hours a week for NAA and 20 hours a week
for Bob Mullane at Alpine Tree, supervis-

T
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ing utility line clearance crews in
the Bronx."
After six months of this split
schedule, Tobin moved back to
Massachusetts to take ajob with
Hartney Greymont. But his involvement with the NAA
continued. He chaired the Standards and Education committees
Outgoing Chairman Jim Allard (L) and NAA Presiin the late '80s and early '90s.
dent Cynthia Mills (R) congratulate Mark J. Tobin,
NAA chairman of the Board of Directors for 2001.
He was also on the ANSI Z 13
Committee for five years.
new offerings and services for 2001—
Tobin's views on the advantages of
from a model safety program to a busiNAA membership are shaped by his conness academy to guide commercial
current involvement with other green
tree
care on that road from an industry
industry organizations. He has been an
to a profession.
active member of the ISA and past presi"The NAA put together the first EHAP
dent of the Massachusetts Arborist
program," Tobin stresses. "The NAA put
Association.
together the first widely disseminated
His perspective from the inside gives
program on how to calibrate hydraulic
him a complete understanding of all the
sprayers to avoid drift and maximize ef NAA has to offer members. His opinion?
ficiency. I know because I worked on
"Most members don't take full advanthis with Bob.
tage of the NAA," he says. "They might
"The association has always been conget more than enough to justify their dues,
cerned about safety," he explains, "but
but there is so much more. I know from 15
there is a point where you need to get out
years of active participation at meetings.
in front of your membership. We need to
After talking with peers about challenges,
help direct or pull them toward where they
ways to make money, and ways to make
need to be. It used to be that when somemy business safer, I always come back
one
from NAA came out, people who
from meetings with more inspiration."
normally
didn't even wear hard hats would
After almost 20 years with the NAA,
dig one out that day because someone from
Tobin brings a unique perspective to his
NAA was coming," he recalls.
chairmanship. He concludes that the
That sort of reputation needs to be reNAA is on the move and his primary
established,
in Tobin's view. "There is no
focus this year will be on industry safety.
compromising on worker safety."
Tii
"We've got an awful lot of exciting
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TREE CLIMBERS &
GROUNDPERSONS NEEDED

Tree Care Professionals
in Sunny Phoenix.

Tree Works Environmental Tree Care, Inc.
is looking for qualified tree care professionals to become a part of a growing team of
arborists. (Groundperson positions also
available. Please call.) Applicants must meet
the following criteria for consideration:

Arborists/Sales/Foreman/Managers/
Tech. Competitive wage, benefits,
profit sharing.
Master's Touch Tree Service
Box 6682
Phoenix, AZ 85005-6682
Fax (602) 278-9281
treeservice@owol.net

Must LOVE to climb
Must have current CDL
Must have 3 years experience
Certification a plus

ARBORIST
CITY OF STOCKTON
$3,734 $4,794/month

Starting pay is $15.00 per hour, $18.00 per
hour for Certified Arborist. Full benefit package. Send resume to: Tree Works ETC, Inc.,
3915 Misty Court, Land 0' Lakes, FL 34639.
Or for more info contact us at (813) 973-1931
or treeworksetc@lol14.com .

-

The City of Stockton has a need for an arborist with substantial experience in tree
insect/disease control to protect and maintain the viability of the City's 100,000 trees.
Require a valid CA Class "C" DL; and ISA
Certification at time of appt. Requires a BA
degree in a related field AND three yrs. of
progressively responsible experience. For an
application packet and additional qualifications, contact City of Stockton Personnel
Services Department, 6 E. Lindsay St.,
Stockton, CA 95202; (209) 937-8233. Final
filing date: Friday, June 1, 2001. 5:00 p.m.,
or www.stocktongov.com . EOE

Climbers Wanted

Why choose SavA Tree?

Mm. of 3 years experience in all aspects
of aerial tree care. Must have or be willing to obtain Class A CDL and ISA
certification. We offer top wages, benefits
and continuing education. Please call
(770) 992-1973 or fax resume to (770)
518-9527 (Atlanta, Ga.).

L iift!4 Iii
At SavATree, we are expanding
throughout the northeast. Our
team is growing along with us,
propelled by our career
advancement program, tuition
reimbursement and creative
compensation packages.
If professional growth is
important to you,
call SavATree.
Phone: (914) 241-4999, ext. 153
Fax: (914) 242-3934
Visit our website!
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www.baileys-on

Professional
20" Lightweight
Bypass Loppers
These lightweight overhead loppers are designed to reduce
fatigue when long reaching above your head. There is no sacrifice
of strength and cutting capacity so they can stand intensive use.
Weighing in at just under 2lbs and can cut a branch up to 1-1 /4"
in diameter, you'll be using them virtually everday.
Item No.
P14 50

,

(•', /Y,

Price

Description
20' Special Lightweight Loppers ............

ea.

SOURCE: TC2K
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www.savatree.com
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Climber Foreman
25-year-old company based in Rockland
seeks experienced, self-motivated professional to grow with us. Excellent pay plus
benefits. CDL a plus. Please call Bob Wilson Tree Experts. (845) 354-5506.

$5,000 sign on bonus. Tree Service of 18
years, impeccable reputation. Seeking an
experienced, qualified, self-motivated, honest individual who possesses tree climbing
skills. Top wages & benefits. Relocation
package available. Tuition & training reimbursement. Call Jim at 781-233-3700 or
e-mail resume to Lfrati181 @cs.com

Tree ArboristJ
Working General Foreman
Tree Workers
On Earth Plant Care Specialists, Inc., New
York, Westchester County. Looking for an
Experienced Certified Climbing Arborist with
CDLJair. Great opportunity for family person
who is "down to earth." Benefits, excellent
pay - bonus money - relocating allowance.
Growing company with great clients.

Climbers, groundmen, bucket truck and crane
operators. Northern New Jersey. Excellent
Pay. Immediate openings. Please call
Carney Tree Service, Inc. 201-445-3565.

Please mail, fax or e-mail your resume with
salary inquiries to:
56 Ridge Ave.
Putnam Valley, NY 10579
Phone/fax: (845) 526-8186
saknapp@bestweb.net

Well-established tree service, since 1952, in
North Va. area seeks reliable, dependable,
motivated and experienced Tree Climber/
Crew Leader. Valid driver's license is required. 5+ years experience. Please contact
Columbia Tree Service (703) 361-2832.

Tree Climber - Foreman
Well-regarded, long-established tree care
company in the beautiful suburbs of Philadelphia seeks exp. climber for fine tree care.
Excellent compensation and benefit plan.
Will train potential top climbers. Will help relocate. New state-of-the-art facility. Join us
in performing the highest level of Professional Tree Care. John B. Ward & Co., Inc.
(610) 293-9430.

TREE CARE
PROFESSIONAL WANTED:

Climber/Leader

HAWAII - Tree Climbers and Working
Foremen. Climbers MUST have a minimum of 5 years climbing experience (which
includes pruning, shaping, rigging, take
downs and removals) and a current driver's
license (a CDL license is preferred). Foreman applicants MUST be a certified
arborist (with knowledge of disease diagnosis and fertilization), have a minimum of
5 years climbing experience (which includes pruning, shaping, rigging, take
downs and removals), 5 years utility line
clearance experience, experience working
with cranes and have a current driver's license (a CDL license is preferred). Pay
starts at $18.00 per hour but is based on
experience. Benefits include paid medical
and dental insurance, paid federal holidays, vacation pay, 401(k) pension plan
and a profit-sharing plan. Send resume
with salary history and employment references to:
Jacunski's Complete Tree Service, Inc.
P0 Box 4513, Hilo, HI 96720
Phone: (808) 959-5868
Fax: (808) 959-0597

Experienced, foreman quality individual
needed at high-energy, fast-growing company. Excellent salary, benefits, company
car. Come grow with us on the East Coast,
Hilton Head, S.C.; Charleston, S.C.;
Greenville, S.C.; Charlotte, N.C.; and Savannah, Ga. Call Historic Tree
Preservation, Inc., at (843) 556-8696.

C'OfltiflU((/ O/l

Hydraulically powered pruning

SIMPLY THE BEST

family-owned since 1907, Bartlett is
experiencing rapid growth and
expansion. We're looking for the best
BARTLETT
and the brightest. Currently we are
searching for individuals with a strong
desire to succeed as arhorist sales
rc uresentat Ives in these rei' on s:
At Bartlett, We're not Just 111111/1110 the la
rtheast, Metro- NewYork, Mid-Atlantic,
scientific advances in tree care we're 1)1(11riceiI It, licast. Midwest. Texas and (al if ornia.
iiig them. Our sales representatives stand
head and shoulders above the coillpeliti(in
We offer 4() I K, medical and dental benefits,
because they're hacked by a team of scientists
flexible spending accou ills and one of' the
at the Bartlett Tree Research Laboratories.
most lucrative compensation packa g es in the
This gives both you and your customers an
industry. Don't miss this opportunity to
advantage you can't get With , list any other
become part of the Company that sets the
tree company.
standard for an industry.
Joining, the sales le:tiii at The F. A. Bartlett

THE F.A. BARTlETT TREE EXPERT COMPANY
l:qiiii/ ()p/un'floiilv Iaii/i/oi'i'

Cai'iiieii Beirios. Manager id Fniployiiieiii and Benefits

P.O. Box 3067 • Sianil'oi'd. ('1' 06905 • Phone: (203) 323-1131 • Fax: (203) 323-3631

cberrios(a)hartlett.com
Scientific lice Can, Sane /907
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Loos

101 incorporated

• Patented design
• Durable
• Unique 3600 swivel for easy twisting
• Field tested and proven

TOL Incorporated, Tulare CA 93274 USA
Phone: (559) 686-2844' (800) 732-2142
Fax: (559) 685-1006
wwwtol-inccom

IA
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LOWEST PRICES ON THE MARKET
1-800-856-8261
G & A EQUIPMENT, INC.
Visit Us At: www.gandaequipment.com
KNOXVILLE, TN

EXCITING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
FOR SERVICE INDUSTRY MANAGERS
Come Join One of the Largest
Vegetation Management Companies
in the United States
DeAngelo Brothers, Inc. is experiencing
tremendous growth throughout the country, creating the following openings:
General Managers
Division Managers
Branch Managers
We have immediate openings in:
IL, GA, Ml, SC, CO, PA, OH, CA, TX
Responsible for managing day-to-day operations, including the supervision of field
personnel. Business/Horticultural degree desired with a mm. 2 years experience working
in the green industry. Qualified applicants
must have proven leadership abilities, strong
customer relations and interpersonal skills.
We offer excellent salary, bonus, and benefits packages, including 401(k) and
company paid medical coverage.

Please circle 32 on Reader Service Card
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WHAT S
THE DAVEY
DIFFERENCE?
It's Davey people that make the difference and Davey can make
a difference in your career.
You'll be part of a growing team of certified arhorists, technicians,
botanists, agronomists and horticulture scientists in a company
that offers over 120 years of tree care history and knowledge.
Positions with training, benefits, and advancement opportunities
are now available throughout the United States and Canada.

For career opportunity and confidential
consideration, send or fax resume, including geographic preferences and
willingness to relocate, to: DeAngelo Brothers, Inc., Attention: Paul D. DeAngelo, 100
N. Conahan Drive, Hazleton, PA 18201.
Phone: (800) 360-9333; Fax: (570) 4592690. EOE/AAP M-F.

Plant Health Care Technician
Join the most prestigious firm in arboriculture. National leader in tree care seeks
motivated individual interested in stable career opportunity. We require top-notch
professional to implement plant health
care/IPM programs on landscape plantings
in North Florida. Knowledge of ornamental plant and pest identification required.
Must be Florida Certified Applicator in turf
and ornamental categories. Competitive
salary, medical/dental benefits, 401(k) w/
company match, continuing education and
potential career growth into sales & management. Please fax resume and cover
letter to (770) 414-9762.

Trim Department manager. We're looking
for an organized, self-motivated individual
with excellent people skills to help achieve
our vision of quality tree care. Our 29-yearold company has knowledgeable people and
modern equipment. We live in Boulder, Colorado, an environmentally conscious
community that is a great place to live. Call
Boulder Tree & Landscape Co. at (303)4492525 or fax (303) 413-1042.

Please circle 24 on Reader Service Card
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Help Wanted

Jarr Tree Service and Landscape Maintenance Inc. is seeking candidate to become
full-time general manager of growing tree
service and plant health care provider.
The ideal candidate will:
• Be certified arborist or capable of obtaining certification
• Have horticultural training and education
• Have clean driving record and be capable
of operating CDL vehicles
• Be able to obtain Illinois Pesticide Applicators license
• Be sales-orientated
• Have business skills for managing and
directing small company
• Be hard-working
Job Description:
General manager will be expected to learn
every facet of tree care, from cleaning up with
crew, to operating aerial lift truck, to applying
pesticides and herbicides. Estimating jobs,
training, sales, and labor in proper horticultural care. Constant customer care will always
be stressed. General manager will develop
and institute a plant health care program for
upper middle class neighborhood. Scheduling will be a major job responsibility.
Jarr Tree Service and Landscape Maintenance Inc. is a growing company with
unlimited potential. All our equipment is
less than two years old. We have good
contacts in the landscape design and construction industry for exponential growth
in plant health care products and services.
Consider joining our small team and get in
on the ground floor of a profitable and rewarding career. Send resume to:
Jarr Tree Service & Landscape Maintenance
8717 S. 81st Ave.
Hickory Hills IL 60457
or fax resume to: (708) 598-4967
or call: (708) 598-4952

Exciting Career Opportunity
for Tree Trimming Personnel

DeAngelo Brothers, Inc., is a vegetation
management company with five (5) regional U.S. offices servicing railroads,
utilities, industries and state departments
of transportation for the last twenty years.
There is an immediate need for the following positions:
Climbers-Class I and II
Foreman and Bucket Operators
Tractor Operators

CDL License, experience in arboriculture,
urban forestry or related fields a plus. We
offer excellent starting wages, company
benefits, excellent working conditions and
the opportunity for year-round work. For a
confidential interview, mail or fax your resume to: DeAngelo Brothers, Inc., 100 N.
Conahan Dr., Hazleton, PA 18201. Attn:
Charlie Sizer. Phone: (800) 360-9333; Fax:
(570) 459-0321.
EOE / AAP / M-F

NEW!

Limited time
introductory
offer!
.
Rex Jr 135
Firewood
Splitter

Tree Care Company looking for an experienced pesticide applicator to work in New
Hampshire and Maine. Must have or obtain a NH or Maine applicators license. We
offer year-round employment, career
growth and education opportunities, competitive wages, paid holidays and vacation,
medical coverage, IRA plan, and a friendly
working environment. Please send a resume or call Herb for an interview.
Urban Tree Service,
A Tree Health Company, Inc
PG Box 1631, 119A Walnut St.
Rochester, NH 03866
(603) 332-1246 Fax (603) 335-0522

24091 W. St. Rt. 579
IilIbury, OH 43447
(419) 855-2083

www.faverinc.com

IT

INCREDIBLE!

Doesn't even begin to describe the
Rex Junior 135. Ever since the first
showing at the 2000 Paul Bunyan
- show people were amazed at the
ps rtormance of this lithe wonder.
. toasting a unique cam action adj.
uxiable wedge, a combination log
lift/ work deckf hydraulic hitch, combined with excellent ergonomics,
the Rex Jr 135 will help increase
production while decreasing eff ort!
--

Tree Care Professionals Needed!

Large Chicago metro area firm needs experienced tree care personnel to
immediately fill the following year-round
openings: Production & Crew Foremen;
Sales; Climbing Positions; Office Management.

Please circle 29 on Reader Service (aid

Plant Your Roots at Almstead
Homer Tree Care, Inc. offers wages above
industry standards with benefits including
Health, Dental, Disability, Life, Paid Holidays, Paid Vacation and Profit Sharing.
The overwhelming demand for our services proves that our name is synonymous
with the tree care industry. Please submit
resume with cover letter to Homer Tree
Care, Inc., 1400 S. Archer Ave., Lockport,
IL 60441, or call Rich or Steve at (815) 8380320 /Fax (815) 838-0375.

A

mstead Tree & Shrub Care,
he Northeast's most

actively expanding tree &
sli rub care company, is seeking

certified Arborists to join
our family. Work
territories in
affluent area,
areas of

We Want You!
Arborists, Plant Healthcare,
Crew Leaders, Climbers

Career team players. Work year-round.
Relocation assistance, excellent compensation, retirement & benefits package. Fax,
e-mail or send resume to:

v,

NY, NJ, and
CT. Incredible
opportunities

Tree and Lawn Applicator

FAVER, Inc.

2

kj...
.

for growth.
Find out why
your fellow
arhorists prefer

'.

..

.

Alnistead. We
offer full adniin isf rative and
marketing
support,

Arborguard
P0 Box 477
Avondale Estates, GA 30002
Phone: (404) 299-5555
Fax: (404) 294-0090
E-mail: sprophett@arborguard.com
Web: www.arborguard.com

state-of-the-art equipment,
and continuing education.

!1

Interested arborists

call

1-800-427-1900, or fax
v)ur resume to 914-576448, attn: HR Manager.

www.almstead.com
Please circle l on Reader Service Card
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San Francisco Bay Area Tree Service
Tree Crew/Spray Technician
Experienced tree climbers and spray technicians needed. We have cake! Call Dan at
Autumn Tree Care Experts, (847) 729-1963
or Fax resumes to (847) 729-1966.

The Tree Industry's Marketplace
E-mail your ad to:

Stone@NATLARB.com

Central Vermont
Public Service

Production Manager

UTILITY FORESTER
Responsible for the coordination of tree trimming, herbicide application, pole treating field activities and
management of contract crews in assigned area. Qualifications: Knowledge of policies and procedures relating
to transmission and distribution vegetation management; map reading skills; interpersonal and negotiation skills:
technical degree in Forestry or Environmental Services: experience in right-of-way vegetation management
desired. Possess current Vermont Pesticide Applicator License or obtain within first three months; P0SSCS5
International Arhorist Certification or obtain within first year; maintain current drivers' license. Send resume,
cover letter and salary requirements to:

Kathy Knight, CVPS
77 Grove Street
Rutland, VT 05701
Fax: 802-770-3354
e-mail: kknight@cvps.com

Maxed out in your current position? St.
Louis, Mo. residential tree care co. in operation for 25 years is looking for a
well-rounded individual with strong leadership qualities and the ability to train
12-15 team members in safety, equipment use, proper technique and
efficiency. Must be able to schedule multiple projects and crews, maintain client
satisfaction and high quality standards.
Climbing experience a must. Salaried
position with benefits, vacation, holidays,
medical, retirement, bonuses and advancement. Send resume to Metropolitan
Forestry Services, Inc., 502 Old State
Rd., Ballwin, MO 63021.

Hiring
Ambitious, energetic, ex'd tree climbers
w/pick up truck & equip. $200 - $500 +
per day. Year-round work in warm,
friendly Baton Rouge, LA. Potheads, drug
addicts and ex-felons need not apply.
Best time to call 8 a.m. or 7 p.m. Monday
thru Friday; 10a.m. to 12 noon on Saturday. Keep calling till you reach me
personally. Tree Surgery by Ricky
Vincent (225) 683-3800.

Please circle 21 on Reader Serva.e (aid
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Plant Health Care Coordinator
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Manufacturer of
Industrial Quality
Cutting Tools for Over
75 years

Tired of spraying? Do you want to be paid
for your knowledge, experience and personality? Do you think you have what it takes to
run a spraying operation in an aggressively
expanding company? If you're organized,
self-motivated and sociable, call Dan at Autumn Tree Care Experts, (847) 729-1963 or
Fax resumes at (847) 729-1966.

LANDSCAPER WANTED
IN FLORIDA
04

/
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D&L Land Management, Inc. in Apopka,
Fla., is organizing a new tree farm. We are
seeking a landscaper with hands-on growing experience. Must be experienced in
growing landscape trees and know how to
spade trees out of the ground. For more
information, contact Cheryl at (407) 8860852, Ext. 24.
continued on page 80
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IRA Wickes/Arborists

-)

Rockland County based firm for over 70
years seeks qualified individuals with experience. Arborists I Sales Reps, Office
Staff, Crew Leaders, Climbers, Spray
Techs (IPM, PHC, LAWN). Great benefit
package includes 401 (k) matching, advancement opportunities, E.O.E. Check us
out on the web at irawickes.com . E-mail
your resume to info@irawickes.com . Fax
us at (914) 354-3475 or snail mail us at Ira
Wickes / Arborists, 11 McNamara Rd.,
Spring Valley, NY 10977.

14A

We have rewarding positions currently
open in the Metro areas of Chicago, CT,
NY, NY, Philadelphia and Washington, D.C.

EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE

'General Tree Care & PHC Technicians
'Climbers
Winner of:
'Sales Positions
1999

BPractices
est

Beverly Strom
The Care of Trees
2371 S. Foster Avenue

For Sale - (1) 6TD 65-foot Hi Ranger

mounted on 1984 mt. DT466, $27,500; (1)
4F1 45-foot Hi Ranger mounted on 1985 Int.
DT466, $13,500; (1) 1989 Vermeer model
630 stump grinder, low hrs., $5,000. Call
(603) 424-1464.

Wheeling, IL 60090
Fax: (847)394-1042

b strom care o ft r cc s. c o In

28-inch Valley Firewood Processor with

www.thccareoftrees.com

Mickey's Truck & Equipment Sales
Sugarloaf, PA
www.mickeysbuckettriicks.com

Financing Available
$90 Down / No Payment for 90 Days
Flexible Delivery Terms

35-inch conveyor, 4-cylinder Kubota motor,
three-leg 10-foot live decks. Complete with
sawdust blower, 2 bars and 100-foot roll of
chain. 119 hours - 1½ cords per hour. Like
new, $34K. Call Mike's Professional Tree
Service (401) 823-7485 between 9 a.m. and
4 p.m.

Callboy Equipment Company

Certified Equipment For Sale
2-85' Snorkel Towers, 1988 Ford w175' HiRanger, 1993 Vermeer 1250 Brush Chipper,
1992 Vermeer Stump Grinder model 665B,
Vermeer 620 Brush Chipper and Zieman
2650 Equipment Trailer.
1)1) (M(' Ill 101(1. 5() Ii. l'iiicslrv

91 1(11(1 (M(' & ' 01(1. 55(1.

19 lotO (M( St 101(1

Iriults. (rs St i)'st'l. Iuv unit—,

I'ot('sliv Iriucks.

(;its St i)iusci Mnnin Innict

Sl.nrliutn.. rn $28,900

(,tsSt I)itstl. low uuniltn;

Stl,rriiuur.

II $13,900

All equipment is in excellent condition

Siuiinni it $42,900

Call Brad @ 1 (877) 435-8966

1990 Asplundh LR 50 Aerial lift/Forestry
packages. Mounted on 1990 GMC 7000 366
V-8, 5-Speed. Exc. cond. $28,500. Conserv A-Tree (631) 271-2998
Ii (M( (nwttl'rk. .10 Ii.. G.5 loll.

N-nv ilntuinn 1)1(1 Sn loul lioXu's
$29,900

II Or (-i G NIC St i-Srnrl 55 in.
"lit ituti Hill-kits. (Sus

St

Wood I - ill

Nt-st-I

'-, Sn StIunll9 Griulilrrs

Malty styli's iii ci uosi('nih or prices

SinrrliIu(i an $44,900

More Trucks Available..........If You Don't See It, We Will Get It!

1-888-340-1756
Please circle 45 oii Reader Service Card
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Morbark Eeger Beever Model 290 Chipper
12-inch capacity machine
Like new
11,500.00
Ritter Landscaping, Inc.
(314) 644-0400

USED EQUIPMENT
Brush Bandit Chippers

(2) Mdl 65 Wisconsin 30HP; (4) Mdl 90 Wisconsin 37HP & 65HP; (4) Mdl 90W Deutz
41 HP, Perkins 50HP, Wisconsin; (1) Mdl 95
Gm 76HP; (3) Mdl 150 John Deere 80HP;
(2) Mdl 200+ Ford 6 cylinder, Cummins
100HP; (12) Mdl 250 Cummins, Perkins,
Ford, John Deere; (3) Mdl 280 Cummins
200HP, John Deere 125HP; (2) Mdl 1290
Drum John Deere 80HP; (3) Mdl 1890 Drum
John Deere 125HP, Cummins 200HP

RB,V`RTECH
1.

Bandit Whole Tree Chippers

Mdl 1250 Cummins 174HP; (2) Mdl 1254
Cummins 177 & 200HP; (6) Mdl 1400 towable Cummins 200HP; (2) Mdl 1400 track
Cummins200HP; (1) Mdl 1700 John Deere
375HP; (2) Mdl 1850 track Cummins 250HP;
Mdl 1900 track CAT 425HP, Cummins
475HP

mum

190qrTW

Bandit Miscellaneous

(2) Mdl 3680 Beast Recycler John Deere
500HP; (1) Log Buster John Deere 80HP

I!'

Morbark

(1) Mdl 7 Wisconsin 26HP; (1) Mdl 10 John
Deere 23HP; (2) Mdl 16 Cummins 194 &
250HP; (1)Mdl 17 Perkins 102HP;(3)Eeger
Beever Wisconsin & Cummins, Ford 2.3L
gas; (1) EZ 10 John Deere 50HP; (1) 30/36
w/loaderJohn Deere 325HP; (1) Mdl 18 Chip
Harvester Cummins 400HP
Vermeer

(1) 1250 Perkins 80HP
Miscellaneous

(5) Chipmore 12-inch drum Ford 4 & 6 cylinder, Hercules gas; (1) Stump Grinder Deutz
106HP; (1) Gravely 310 Prochip Kohler
23HP; (7) Olathe Ford 4 cylinder; (1) Wayne
16-inch drum Chrysler 318 gas; (4) Asplundh
12-inch drum Ford 4 & 6 cylinder, TM 27; (3)
Asplundh 16-inch Ford 6 cylinder, Ford V8;
(1) Asplundh Whisper Ford gas; (1) Fecon
Willibald CAT; (1) Mitts & Merrill drum 6 cylinder gas; (1) Trelan Mdl 18 Deutz 250HP;
(1) Innovator 8-foot tub Cummins 177HP; (1)
Jenz grinder John Deere 6 cylinder; (1)
Haybuster 10-foot Big Bite CAT 300HP; (1)
CMI Bio Grind Cummins 174HP

Tr

Bandit Industries, Inc. 6750 Millbrook Road,
Remus, MI 49340. Phone: (800) 952-0178
or (517) 561-2270. Fax: (517) 561-2375.

Hardware and software by an arborist for
the arborist. For more information about
the industry's best-selling package, call or
write Arbor Computer Systems, 117
Weston Road, Westport, CT 06880.
Phone: (203) 226-4335; Web site:
www.Arborcomputer.com ; E-mail:
Phannan @ Arborcomputer.com

ARBORTECH is one of the nation's leading manufacturers
of forestry bodies and arboriculture products.

Call 1-800-255-5715
www.arbortech.cc
Please circle 7 on Reader Service Card
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Classified ad rates
for 2001
$65 per inch
($55 NAA members),
1-inch minimum.
Payable in advance.
Ad deadline is the 20th of the month,
two months prior to publication.

Send ad and payment to.
TO, 3 Perimeter Rd, Unit /
Manchester; NH 03103
Phone: 800-733-2622
Fax: 603-314-5386.
E-mail: Stone@natiarb.com

FAX YOUR AD FOR
FAST RESULTS
(603) 314-5386

All types and brands of professional climbing and lowering arborist ropes at
warehouse prices. Call for current price list.
Free shipping. Visa, MC, AmEx. Small Ad
- Big Savings 1 (800) 873-3203.

1998 FMC 35 gal. a minute John Bean
Pump, 3 compartments wzith mechanical
agitation, 2 Hannay Reels and hoses. Also
several other old used sprayers. (317) 8983257 or (317) 894-5015.

1993 40 GPM Minnesota Wanner Hyd.
Sprayer. Three hose reels, 200 and 400
gallon stainless steel tanks. $4,000. Call
Jim at (612) 473-0534.

Hydraulic knuckleboom trucks with
dumping flatbeds, Ford, International, 1988
to 1991, single axle, CDL or non-C DL. We
can custom design and build sides, tailgates, chip boxes or continuous-rotation
grapples. Call us for any specialty truck
needs. Atlantic Fabricating, Inc., Jack or
Paul, Sayreville, NJ. (732) 938-5779.
www.atianticboom.com

1992 Vermeer 672 Stump Grinder. New
belts and bearings. $11,500. In R.I. (401)
941-7204.

Stump grinder
Nicest Vermeer 630B you will find. Too
many upgrades to list. $6,800. Call for details. (203) CUT-TREE (288-8733).

For Sale
1988 Chevy C-70 chip truck. Southco 14'
body & tool boxes. 366 gas engine. 97,000
miles. Asking $4,500 (860) 344-1310.

• Financing and Shipping

0

Alexander Equipment
The only used equipment source offering a
full satisfaction guarantee! We have a huge
selection of used chippers and stump
grinders ... fully serviced and ready to work!
See our complete inventory list on the web
at www.alexequip.com or call Matt or Steve
at (630) 663-1400. Alexander Equipment
Company, 4728 Yender Ave., Lisle, IL
60532. We can deliver anywhere!

Ropes, Ropes, Ropes

• Airport Pick-up
• Hotel Accommodations
• Chippers & Skidder Buckets

A

SKYWORKER PARTS
1-888-755-4144
Delaware, OH

1-800-858-0437
Website: www.tamarackclearing.com e-mail: tamarack@northnet.org
I\('. N) I{i\ 30. Canton, NV 13617

New 2001
Chevy C-7
CAT Diesel, 7
Speed, 60' WH
Altec LR-5
Bucket Truck

2)1989.90 Brush Bandit Model 100, Self-Feed
Disk Chipper, 300 6 Cyl. Gas,
Very Good Cond., $5,900
4)1988.95 Woodchuck Drum Chippers, 3006 Cyl.
Gas, Starting at $3,000
1985 Ford F700 Diesel LR50 Bucket Truck
2)1993 INT 466 Diesel, 6 Spd., New 16' Tallboy Chip
Dump Box, 2 Yr. Warranty on Hoist Cyl. $24,900

Ii iutl i
2) 1 rru Intuit irtiurirt 4 iOU ;ii 'I
so, 55 wh Senal Lilt of Conn Bucket I ud
)ivçilete Forestry Package, As New Cond., 8,0X) Mi.

I

I

- New 16 lallboy Dirip Dump, 2 Yt War rar4y
Hoist Cyl Heavy Dutyt $23900

2) 1990-91 Ford F-700 & GMC Topkick. 50
w h Skyworker Bucket Truck, Forestry

Package, Excellent Condition $25000

Please circle 75 on Reader Service Card
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ii
Julio Dr ii 'dliii ,kiddr'r wilt .
Bucket, 90% Rubber. Excellent Condition'

John Diuri.n t40 Ukidden Low Hour, Dual
Winch. Trail Blade Excellent Condition
Very Strong Machine, $17,500

1994 Brush Bandit 200+ disc chipper WI
2950hrs. 76hp Cummins 4133.9 Asking
$9500. (860) 344-1310

BUSINESSES
FOR SALE

EMPLOYMENT/OWNERSHIP
OPPORTUNITY

Successful tree care business in Midwest
is seeking an experienced tree climber to
earn ownership of company. Earn $16 to
$20 per hour while building ownership.
Total ownership may be earned in as little
as four years. Company has no debt. Excellent reputation in community, repeat and
referral business. Owner is wishing to retire. Fax resume to (217) 544-8113.

For Sale

Two 200-gallon 10 GPM Minnesota Wanner
5.5 HP Honda sprayers, each w/ 200' 1/2-inch
Green Garde hose on electric reels. Excellent condition $3,000 for both. Call Scott at
Pickwick Plant Care (203) 637-8733.

Tree Service N. E. Florida. Est. over 30 yrs.!

For Sale

Naples Florida
For Sale: Tree Care Business

1995 Rayco RG 1642 Stump Grinder - new
bearings —$10,000 or best offer. Selling due
to illness. Call (330) 938-6251 evenings.

VERMEER TREE SPADE-T544 on trailer.
Only lightly used since complete overhaul.
Will move 5-inch trees. Ready to go to
work. Private owner. Asking $14,000.
Charlottesville, Va., (804) 984-5175.

Bucket Truck

1986 GMC 6000 with 52-foot working height
Skyworker boom. Tool boxes, chip box and
dump body. Working daily. $18,500. In R.I.
(401) 941-7204.

Prof itable/ResidentiallYear-Round. Reliable Work Force, Equipment. Training/
Terms By Retiring Owner. Call Bob
McGinty, McGinty & Assoc., Lic. R.E. Broker. (904) 733-7757.

Established and profitable tree service for
sale. Owner retiring. Located in upscale sub-

Est. 19 years
Gross sales 219K, Net 71k
Only 50k down. Contact
American Business Brokers
www.abbrokers.com
steve@abbrokers.com
Tel: (941) 765-1300

urb of San Francisco Bay Area (Contra Costa
County), Calif. Small company with excellent
3-man crew. Set up for ease of operation.
Owner works 20-30 hours/week, nets
$120,000/year w/1 week off every 6 weeks.
Year-round work. Excellent reputation w/high
percentage of repeat and referral business.
Call (925) 689-4446 for information.

Established tree care business for 36

Well-established Landscape & Tree Service for sale. Westchester/Putnam

years on Maryland's Eastern Shore. Longterm contracts and good workforce in
place. Year-round work with good growth
opportunity. Possible owner financing. Box
PL, TCI, 3 Perimeter Road, Unit 1,
Manchester, NH 03103.

County, N.Y. Excellent reputation. Great
growth potential. All equipment and accounts. Owner relocating. Asking
$295,000. 15 years in business, serious
inquiries only. Call (845) 278-1813.
continued on po,i'e 84

ONE OF THE FEW PIECES OF FORESTRY EQUIPMENT
THAT CAN'T BE POWERED BY A JOHN DEERE ENGINE
Tit works in the woods and it has a diesel
engine, it can he powered by John Deere.
With models from 20to500 hp, tte'sa
Jch Deere engine for almost every forestry
application Whatever the Kpipment, whatever
the brand, ask for John Deere powif by nan
For more informatior
call John Deere Power Systems at
I8JIJ D ENGINE (1-800-533-6446)
FAX (319) 292-5075

'*

a JOHN DEERE
rSWO
Specify reliable John Deere engines
for all your forestry equipment.

SUPERIOR
DIESEL

ch Road
hnlnelanaer, WI 54501
Tel: (715) 369-5900
(800) 521-0956

Branch Office
4928 W. Greenbrooke Drive S.E.
Kentwood, Ml 49512
Tel: (800) 521-0956

Please circle 25 on Reader Service Card
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PRODUCTS &
SERVICES

Well-established tree care business
for sale in the heart of Silicon Valley,

richest county in the world. Located in
San Jose, California and serving the bay
area communities for the past 9 years.
Medium-sized company grossing over a
million dollars annually with an average
growth of over 20% per year in sales.
Excellent reputation in the community
with numerous repeat and referral work
year-round. All trucks and equipment
are late model. A well-trained, motivated tree care management team runs
the company with little supervision from
the owner. This is a turnkey operation
for the right buyer. All inquires can be
made by either mailing to James Welsh
at P0 Box 501, Cupertino, CA 95015
or through our website at
www.commercialtree.com by e-mailing
Robert for more information.

Includes complete Customer Management:
Estimates, Proposals, Work Orders, Invoices, Statements, and Accounts
Receivables. Also includes: Customer Property Inventory, PHC and Pest/Disease
control, chemical application and DOA reporting, maintenance and generation of
Renewal Contracts, scheduling/routing of
Crews and Sales Reps, Vehicle Maintenance
and DOT reporting, Job Costing, Marketing
and Management Reporting, comprehensive
User Manual, and more ... Call (800) 49ARBOR (2-7267) for more information.

Sunny Florida

._

M

II

20()1 'i low \l

management! Phone message center,
proposals with built-in landscape CAD designer, scheduling, invoicing and more.
Posts to QuickBooks. Print estimates on
site with new hand-held PCs and download to office. Call Tree Management
Systems - 1 (800) 933-1955, see demo
at www.turftree.com

ArborWare
The Business Solution for
Arborist, Landscape & Lawn
Care Professionals

Marvelous Tampa Bay Area
Tree Service & Maintenance
Well Known. Established Over 14 Years
Fully Equipped & Staffed
Owner's Health is Reason For Sale
Call Michel @ Sunbelt Business Brokers
(727) 793-0090

& Mm

ArborGold Software - Complete job

16

11111-1:1.1
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'Cl assified

now on the Web,

flatlarb Corn

Classified ad rates for 2001
$65 per inch ($55 NAA members), 1-inch minimum. Payable in advance.
Ad deadline is the 20th of the month, two months prior to publication.
Send ad and payment to: TCI, 3 Perimeter Rd, Unit 1, Manchester, NH 03103
Phone: 800-733-2622, Fax: 603-314-5386, E-mail: Stone@natlarb.com

Trade-Ins Welcome Full Financing/Leasing Available * Large Selection of New & Used
Loaders with Grapples. Over 100 Used Trucks • Custom-Built Tree Service Bodies
9

IS. Toll-Free: 888-384-8418 Rodney Niemuth, Sales Rep. - - -

o'l'niihu& 901. I idcr

I

Stock
#2672

'

2(X$) Sterling 1,T9513 w/l'rentice 129C Loader

I

I Stock
I #2543

Custom-Built Iree Service Eoies
i Conversions Done to Your Specs

I

I

USED LOG TRUCKS
Stock #2800- '94 Peterbflt 357 Cab &Chassis
Stock #2743 SS Ford L FL9000 w/'98 Prentice

1995 Ford 1`800 ssfNokka 3955 Loader

I Stock

-

-

19Th Ford I

I

t011 w

\I

1904

ri 711

-

- - Imader

90T Loader

Stock #2596 - 95 Ford LTLS9O(X) w/'97 Hood 7(X8)
Loader

--

1331 (iaie

"Lk. Y)
.

2(4k) Sterlin g I

-

.
-9 I3 v/Prcnt .-c 1 2 1)1. nader

Stock #2691 - '93 Peterbilt w/'93 Prentice F9() Loader
stock #2362 - '98 Ford LT9522 w/'96 Prentice F90T
Loader
Stock #2637 —'92 Int'l w/'90 Prentice F90T Loader
Stock #2903 - '96 Peterbilt 357 w/'96 Serco 7000
Loader
Stock #2725 - '89 Ford LTS9000 w/'85 Prentice
I-9() Loader
-- -

Many Used Trucks That Can Be Converted to Your Tree Service Specifications. Call for Details.

- Delivery Anywhere in the USA - - www.vhtrucks.com Please circle 8 I on Reader Service Card
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Overall Body Dimensions:

/"A~
i !:17

Length 138"

Height 60"

Width 92"

Chip Box Material: (galvannealed)

Floor ....................10 ga. plate
Sides (removable) 3'-6" high

.

.(2)pc. design12 ga. plate

Top: (removable) 8' long ..... 14 ga. plate

;#7Ow

-

JAW

HeadBoard (stationary) ...... 12 ga. plate
Tailgate (270° swing)

LL

....... Expanded Metal
w/tubing frame

Runners ................... structural channel
Cross members

............. structural channel
'

Side vertical supports .......... x 3" sq. tubing

I

All G-60 galvannealed material
Sides: Fabricated in (2) pcs. for easy removal
All wiring in conduit
Sealed lexan lens lights meet FMVSS 108
specifications
Anti-sail mud flaps

Tool Box:,
a. galvannealed material):
Underbody tool boxes:
(two) 48" long x 20" high x 17" deep
Locks: Slam locks, keyed alike with hidden
theft resistant rods
Cross Box:

1. "L" cross box which includes
underbody tool box
-

Hydraulic dump hoist
Safety body prop
Trailer light connector 6 pole; Elec.
back up alarm

Cross box: 24" long x 92" x 37" high across chassis
rails; (6) swivel rope hooks; (1) shelf; (3) gal. water
cooler holder
Optional:

Pintle; or pintle/ball combination trailer
hitch with tow hooks

1. Top ladder pruner rack

Bodies: mounted, undercoated, coal tar epoxy
coating inside chip box, primed and painted

NOTE: Chassis cabs available to complete
package 84" C/A Chassis cab required

Stainless steel tool box hinge pins
w/grease zerks

Southco Industries, Inc.

Tool Boxes
stripping

1840 E. Dixon Blvd. • Shelby, NC 28152
e-mail: southco@shelby.net

-

"Weatherproof"

-

Bulb type weather

Top includes (4) corner lifting eyes
Chipper Air Exhaust Vents

(800) 331-7655

or Phone: (704) 482-1477
Fax: (704) 482-2015 or (800) 458-8296
Please circle 72 on Reader Service Card

In the eyes of the
beholder
It maybe just a matter of miscommunication. But whatever the cause, arborists
seem to be pleasing some people some of

Fanno International
6" Precision Folding

Saw with Tr-edge
(7ppi) cutting edge

FI-106

Safety lock

6" replaceable
blade

L

Easy grip

f

I

the time while making a lot of others angry at the same time.
Take the trimming program in place at
ComEd in Chicago, Ill. Seems the program
recently won the Tree Line USA good forestry award from the National Arbor Day
Foundation. But according to the Chicago
Sun-Times, the same program has sparked
cries of outrage from residents and city of ficials. One member of the Citizens Utility
Board that works with CornEd said he
thought word of the award was an early
April Fool's Day joke. One suburb had
previously issued a cease and desist order
against ComEd's arborists and resident
complaints date back to the early 1990s.
But the foundation says its award is specifically aimed at rewarding utilities that
have abandoned wholesale "topping " of
trees in favor of "natural pruning."
Meanwhile, cities and towns in other
parts of Illinois are bracing for a wave of
complaints from residents as the Illinois
Power Company prepares a statewide treetrimming standard. The Chicago Tribune
quotes an attorney as saying that local resident s fear "one-size-fits-all rules that will
not take into account community needs."
For instance, the town of Mount Prospect passed a bylaw prohibiting summer
pruning of its 1,500 American elm, a measure meant to stem the spread of Dutch elm
disease. And a utility spokesman said the
issue has energized customers in a way that
few issues do. Already, more than 1,000
people have commented in writing on the
plan.
"It's created one of the largest responses
we've ever seen," the spokesman said. "It's
so personal, it's so vital and basic to community aesthetic values that it's important
people have a say.
Said another utility official: "Tree trimming has been an emotional issue for a
long time and the discussions around this
filing have been no exception."

Pre-emptive complaint
The lead horticulturist at the University
of Idaho has found a way to pre-empt the
complaints that often attend the removal
of an historic tree. According to an article
in the National Arbor Day newsletter,
David Rauk set up a display next to sev86
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eral large Lombardy poplars set for removal. The display came out before work
even began and stayed up during and after
the work. It explained why the trees were
coming down and also detailed a plan to
grow next-generation trees from the suckers growing out of the tree's stump.
Rauk reportedly did not receive a single
complaint about cutting the trees, which
grew along the perimeter of the university
campus. The trees dated to the 1 890s.

A tree by any other
name
There's something a little, well, unique,
about one palm tree on the grounds of the
Northmont Elementary School in the San
Diego, Calif. suburb of La Mesa. That's
because the tree is actually a cellular phone
antenna. According to an Associated Press
article, Sprint Communications paid the
school district $11,000 for the right to locate its tower on school grounds. But
parents, concerned the antenna posed a
health hazard, despite its leafy disguise,
had politicians backpedaling and the
project on hold.

A view to die for
In Sydney, Australia, people are going
to new lengths to enhance their water views
and the city's trees are taking it on the chin
as a result.
According to an ABC News report,
Sydney has some of the world's toughest
environmental restrictions, right down to
limitations on cutting healthy trees, regardless of whether they are on private or public
property. In fact, fines of up to $100,000
can be levied for cutting trees without permission of a city board.
Apparently, more than a few property
owners have resorted to drilling and injecting poison in trees blocking their view of
Sydney Harbor, a view that can sharply
boost a property's value.
City arborists have reportedly developed
a knack for spotting and reversing poisonings in time to save the trees. But in the
event it doesn't work, the city has another
trick: Any tree determined to have been
killed by poison is shrouded in a giant sheet
TO
for six to eight months.
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GET RESULTS FASTER USING AIR-SPADE®
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to excavate plant roots in minutes, without root damage.
Preferred by professionals worldwide for:
•
• All Types of Root Excavation
information:
• Soil Aeration and Vertical Mulching 'cConcept Engineering CroulL
888-55-SAFEX (7.2339)
• Trenching and New Construction
2iI:ceg@uir.spcm
• Safely Locating Buried Utilities
wwwir.sde.com
• Treating Plant Diseases
• Improving Productivity
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New Tree Species Discovered?
By Steve Rudolphi

9

A

s an owner/operator of a local tree service for
16 years, I have seen many objects either
nailed, plastered, lodged, stored, etc., into trees.
This collection includes nails, wires, fencing, cables,
chains, horseshoes, tire chains, bricks, stones, ceramic insulators, steel posts, concrete patching, and even
basketballs and baseballs.
Also in the past 15 years, we have had a number of
incidents involving birds, squirrels, raccoons, possums,
cats, snakes, hornets and honeybees.
Recently, these two categories came together during a
tree job.
A customer wished to remove a 50-foot silver maple
(Acer saccharinum) that was encroaching on the back wall
of his sunroom. Nothing usual about the job, except that the
tree had protruding antlers about 8 feet up the trunk. Years ago,
the customer had nailed the results of a successful deer
(Odocoileus virginanus) hunting season to the tree, and with
the passage of time, the tree grew around the antlers.
The removal job proceeded smoothly and we managed to
salvage the antlers.

We were not sure whether to send this item to TCI, Ripley's
Believe It or Not or the state university. Perhaps the university
could declare a new species of maple (Acer saccharinum/
Odocoileus virginanus). Anyway, it is something you don't see
everyday, and hopefully worth sharing.
Steve Rudolphi, Effingham Tree Service, Watson, Ill.
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Do you have a story From the Field?
TO wi//pay $100 ftr published articles. Submissions become the property otTCI and are subject to editing
for grammar, style and length. Entries must include the name of a company and a con/act person.

Peavey Tree Pruning Poles & Supplies
-

Peavey Manufacturing Company is pleased to offer a
complete line of top quality pruning poles and equipment for
the professional, as well as the amateur, who wants a quality
made tool.
For years, we have made a limited line of pruner poles for the
large industrial users, and we feel that if we can satisfy these
customers on a nationwide basis, we can satisfy anyone else.

.
.
-

We have a variety of poles, including white ash, in solid
lengths also six-foot sectional poles with lightweight
aluminum couplers. Also available is a line of nonconductive, sectional or full-length, fiberglass poles for the
electrical contractors.

PH4R Pruning Heads

PEAVEY

T
MANUFACTURING CO. _

L
4

P.O. Box 129 Eddingion, Maine 04428
(207) 843-7861 (888) 244-0955 • Fax (207) 843-5005
Web saL. http.//www.peaveynifg.com
E-mail: peavey@mint.net
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The worldwide network of Vermeer dealers makes the difference - get
to know your local dealer. In the field or in the shop, nobody is
more determined to see you succeed. Vermeer is an innovative leader in the manufacturing of underground and treecare equipment. They can also be your most valued
partner in your day-to-day operations
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Join the growing number of companies who
profit from macro-infusing trees in under 1 h our. **
to order Equipment or for Information, References, Research, and Protocols.

Call for our FREE
video "How to
Macro- Infuse Trees"

call toll-free I m877mARBORIST or (952) 922-3810
* This set of equipment includes macro-infusion bypasspump with pressure regulator and screen,
75 infusion tees,1 10 feet of tubing and 2 high helix drill bits.
Please circle 61 on Reader Service Card
** The average uptake for 90% of trees when done following protocol is between
R2001 Rainbow Treecare Scientific Advancements
30 - 60 minutes. Small and unhealthy trees can take longer.

Sfflflta
Arborist Partner for the United States

